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Abstract

This thesis argues for a model of the verb stem in Mi’gmaq (Algonquian, Canada) based on evi-
dence from two types of morphemes that can occur in multiple positions in the stem: the category-
defining morpheme -asi, and the acategorial root. I argue that -asi can occur both at little v, where
it attaches directly to a root, and at VOICE, where it attaches to an existing structure that may in-
clude one or more additional roots. I show that there is a contrast between the same item attaching
at these two different positions: a root and category-defining morpheme together participate in less
predictable word-formation processes than either item attached to a complex stem, which supports
Arad’s (2003) analysis of Hebrew root and stem formation and Harley’s (2012) distinction between
VOICE and little v.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This paper discusses stem composition in Mi’gmaq, an Algonquian language spoken in Eastern
Canada.1 I discuss two different types of morphemes in the verb stem: roots and the category-
assigning morphemes known as ‘finals’, showing that the same morpheme can have a different
effect on the meaning and composition of the stem depending on whether it attaches in the first
phase of derivation versus in subsequent steps. Drawing from Arad (2003), I demonstrate that non-
compositional meanings arise from the combination of a root with a category-defining morpheme
(first phase) but that the same morphemes added onto existing structure at a higher phase can have
only compositional meanings.

In making this argument, I propose a model of the Mi’gmaq verb stem based on a distinction
between little v and VOICE. I show that the category-assigning finals must have both little v and
VOICE as possible positions, and that both may be filled at the same time, where the lower one
(v) creates verbs from acategorial roots and participates in idiom formation, while the upper one
(VOICE) controls the external argument and does not participate in idioms. This evidence supports
the arguments of Harley (2012) for a distinction between Marantz’s (1997) vP and Kratzer’s (1996)
VOICEP. I also provide support for a phase boundary (Chomsky 1999, Marantz 2000) between
the vP and VOICEP, because of this distinction between roots that merge directly with functional
projections and items merging with existing portions of structure. Previous accounts of Algonquian
verb stem formation (Slavin 2012, Oxford 2013) have argued for acategorial roots and a distinction
between v and VOICE, but not with examples from Mi’gmaq and not using evidence from multi-
final and multi-root constructions as I do.

I begin, in this chapter, by providing a background outline of the basic elements of the Mi’gmaq
verb stem (Section 1.1) before turning to an overview of various previous accounts of Algonquian
verb stem composition (Section 1.2), and finally to outlining the proposal that I will be developing
in the remainder of this thesis (Section 1.3). The subsequent chapters provide evidence for this
proposal from the two obligatory elements in a verb stem by comparing their behaviour in the first
phase to their behaviour when they attach higher up.

Chapter 2 discusses the first obligatory element, the category-assigning ‘final’, with particular
attention to the final -asi which can attach either directly to the root or to an existing root+final

1Also spelled Mi’gmaw, Mi’kmaq, Mi’kmaw, Micmac. This paper uses the Listuguj orthography throughout; for
more notes on orthography and glossing see the appendix.
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stem and generally adds a meaning of subject-affectedness or ‘middle voice’. Interestingly, the
middle meanings that -asi contributes are not necessarily compositional in the first phase but highly
compositional in the second. I argue that first-phase -asi is found at little v like other finals that
mark animacy/transitivity, while second-phase -asi is found at VOICE like other valency-changing
finals.2

Chapter 3 discusses the second obligatory element, the root, in comparison to multi-root con-
structions. I first establish that items that are separated into ‘initials’ and ‘preverbs’ in the Bloom-
fieldian tradition are in fact both instances of acategorial roots, at least in Mi’gmaq, and that they
are distinct from adverbs.3 I then discuss how roots occur in multiple positions: either attached
directly to a final (first phase), in which case they may have non-compositional interpretations, or
attached to stems that already have another root (second phase), in which case their interpretation
is only compositional. Based on evidence that even higher-attaching roots do not scope over the
subject, I argue that second-phase roots must attach between vP and VOICEP and attract multiply
to the VOICE head as a second phase. The difference in compositionality of meaning provides
another piece of evidence for a phase boundary between vP and VOICEP. I conclude briefly in
Chapter 4 with a discussion of further issues for investigation.

1.1 Background on stem structure from Mi’gmaq

All Mi’gmaq verbs consist minimally of three morphemes: two parts of the stem that are known in
the tradition of Bloomfield (1946) as the INITIAL and the FINAL, plus person marking, as shown
in (1).4

2Oxford (2013), among other authors, also proposes a Voice head in Algonquian, but he considers VOICE as the
location of the theme sign and he does not address verbs with more than one final. Although Mi’gmaq does have
theme signs (Hamilton 2013), note that a theme sign and a second final cannot co-occur on the same verb stem, so it
is coherent to argue that they belong to the same projection, especially when there are independent reasons to place
them both on VOICE.

3For example, Branigan (2012) analyzes initials as V but preverbs as Aux; Slavin (2012) considers both initials
and medials to be roots, and preverbs to be adverbials. However, both Valentine (2001) and Inglis (1986) note that
there is considerable overlap between the classes of preverbs and initials.

4I gloss purely first-phase finals by simply their verb-defining status plus animacy and transitivity, as is common
in Algonquian literature, e.g. Valentine (2001). For example, VAI: verb animate intransitive, VTI: verb transitive
inanimate (all subjects of transitives are animate, so the animacy of transitives always refers to their object). The
final -asi I gloss simply as ASI because its status is one of the topics under discussion, while the final -ege I gloss
as NONSP for non-specific object. There are also noun finals, animate (NA) or inanimate (NI), although I discuss
them only briefly. For person marking, in addition to the standard 1 and 2 for first and second persons, I use 3 for
the third person proximate (topical) animate, 4 for third person obviative (non-topical) animate, and 0 for third person
inanimate. See Valentine (2001) or Inglis (1986) for further discussion on the obviative, a way of distinguishing topical
and non-topical third person animate arguments. Fusional markers for subject and object are indicated with > in the
form subject>object, e.g. 1>2 is first person subject and second person object. A list of all glosses/abbreviations is
found in the appendix.
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(1) tel
thus
INITIAL

-e’
-VAI
FINAL

-g
-3
PERSON

‘s/he is in such a way’,
‘she is pregnant’5

The full Bloomfiedian template for the verb stem additionally includes one or more optional pre-
verbs before the initial, which are often described as modifiers although I argue that they are roots,
an optional medial (noun-like morpheme), and an additional final or a theme sign. The Bloom-
field (1946) template is shown in (2) alongside the terms that I advocate, with optional items in
parentheses and ignoring person marking, negation, tense/evidentiality, obviation, and any other
elements outside this stem.

(2) a. Bloomfield: (Preverb(s)) Initial (Medial) Final (Final/Theme Sign)
b. My analysis: (Root(s)) Root (Medial) little v VOICE

I argue that both ‘preverbs’ and ‘initials’ are roots found in different positions with a phase bound-
ary between them (double line) and that ‘finals’ can be found in both little v and VOICE positions,
in the latter of which they overlap with ‘theme signs’. I do not attempt to prove anything in partic-
ular about medials, but see later in this subsection for a brief overview.

The combination initial+final can have a meaning that is compositional, as in the first transla-
tion of tele’g (1) above ‘is such a way’, or non-compositional, as in the second translation ‘is preg-
nant’. Another example of initials and finals that can have a compositional or non-compositional
meaning is found below in (3).

(3) wenju-we-t
french-VAI-3
‘s/he is French’
‘s/he acts foolishly’

Initials are category-independent roots, that is, the same initial/root such as wenju- ‘French’ or tep-
‘is on, onto’ can combine with a verb final (and person, tense/evidentiality, negation, etc.) to create
a verb as in (3) and (4) or with a noun final (and possession, plural, obviation etc.) to create a noun
as in (4b) and (5).6 The meaning of this verb or noun can be compositional but may also have
additional subtleties of meaning that are not directly traceable to its morphology.

5For ease of reference I underline the two obligatory parts of the verb stem in every example where they appear, plus
the optional medial between them, where applicable. Additional instances of roots and/or finals will not be underlined,
and nor will other morphemes such as person or negation marking. I also do not underline anything on nouns, despite
the fact that they contain roots and noun finals, because I do not make any claims about phase boundaries in the
nominal domain. Morphemes under discussion are bolded.

6Nouns and verbs can also be distinguished based on other factors: for example, nouns can be the subjects or
objects of verbs, nouns can take possession in the form of prefixes, verbs must agree with their subject (and object,
if applicable) in the form of suffixes (the verbal person prefixes found in other Algonquian languages are not present
in Mi’gmaq), verbs can undergo valency reducing or increasing operations, verbs can be marked for negation and
tense/evidentiality while nouns cannot, etc.
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(4) a. tep-te-g
on-VII-0
‘it is aboard’

b. tep-aqan
on-NI
‘vehicle, car, sled’

(5) wenju-jgw-ej
french-F-NA
‘Frenchwoman’

Both noun finals and verb finals contribute information about animacy. Noun finals indicate
whether the noun that they have created is animate, such as -j/-ej in wenuj, wenjujgwej or inani-
mate, such as -aqan in tepaqan. Verb finals in Algonquian languages are classified according to
two parameters: the transitivity of the verb, either intransitive or transitive (ditransitive verbs pat-
tern with transitives) and the animacy of its absolutive argument (subject of an intransitive; object
of a transitive), either animate or inanimate. Subjects of transitive verbs must always be animate.
There are therefore four types of verb finals, henceforth just ‘finals’, as shown in the table in (6)
below: two where arguments of the verb are animate, intransitive (VAI) or transitive (VTA), and
two when they are inanimate, intransitive (VII) and transitive (VTI), although the individual finals
in each category may have different phonological forms.

(6) ROOT: tep- ‘on, onto’

Animate Inanimate
tep-pi-t tep-te-g

Intransitive on-VAI-3 on-VII-0
‘s/he is aboard’ ‘it is aboard’

tep-a’l-at-l tep-a’t-oq
Transitive on-VTA-3>4-OBV on-VTI-3

‘s/he puts it.AN on top’ ‘s/he puts it.IN on top’

There is an additional element which can occur between the initial (root) and final, a noun-like
element referred to in the Bloomfieldian tradition as a ‘medial’. Not all nouns can occur in this
position, but common examples are body parts, as in (7) and (8), and classifiers, as in (9).

(7) a. temi-ptn-a-t
cut-hand-VAI-3
initial-medial-final-person
‘s/he has his/her hand/arm cut off’

b. tegi-ptn-a-t
cold-hand-VAI-3
‘s/he has cold hands’

c. lami-ptn
under-hand
‘palm (of hand)’

d. n-ptn
1-hand
‘my hand’

(8) a. amal-g-a-t
fancy-foot-VAI-3
‘s/he dances’

b. n-gat
1-foot
‘my foot’
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(9) a. megw-apsg-e-g
red-round-VAI-0
‘it is red and round’

b. tem-apsg-’s-at-l
cut-round-VTA-3>4-OBV
‘s/he cuts it.AN into segments or
chunks’

The question of what category ‘medials’ belong to is one that I do not discuss in detail in this
paper.7 For the sake of simplicity, I use ‘roots’ to refer only to the initials/preverbs.

1.2 Previous Analyses

In this section, I briefly review several analyses for Algonquian stem composition which I draw
upon for my proposal. I combine two approaches to stem formation in Algonquian. The parameter
of multiple attraction to functional heads is drawn from Branigan (2012) who bases it on Collins
(2002), while much of the base structure (such as acategorial roots and the inclusion of a VOICE

projection) is found in Slavin (2012) and Oxford (2013) (although they do not discuss it in terms
of a multi-final derivation or locus of preverb movement). I proceed within the general framework
of a Distributed Morphology (DM) approach (Halle & Marantz 1993, Marantz 1997), first applied
to Algonquian by Brittain (2003).

Brittain (2003), using examples from Western Naskapi, proposes that medials are roots that
derive their category from an abstract little n, while initials are roots that combine with medials
via noun incorporation, and the whole complex becomes a verb because of the verbal final at little
v. However, because there is no overlap between initials and medials, Brittain further states that
roots must already be specified for whether they can be made into nouns or verbs.8 Although Brit-
tain’s (2003) structure accounts for many of the morpheme combinations observed in Algonquian,
it posits both rightward movement and several Algonquian-specific stipulations, so it would be
desirable to find a more general account.

7Two possibilities are that they are incorporated nouns of some type, whether a root+n as per Brittain (2003) or a
noun (N) as per Branigan (2012), or that they are dependent or ‘weak’ roots (in which case initials, by contrast, are
independent or ‘strong’ roots), an approach that assumes that medials are similar to Slavin’s (2012) analysis of concrete
finals. My general preference is for the dependent-root approach for two reasons: (i) medials can also participate in
the formation of stems with non-compositional meanings, just like first-phase roots/initials and finals; and (ii) only
a limited subset of Mi’gmaq ‘nouns’ can be found in medial position, and these are often classifiers or inalienably-
possessed nouns like body parts which seem like good candidates for dependent roots. The kinds of nouns that are
found with noun finals (e.g. tepaqan ‘vehicle’) are never found as medials, so if the noun final is the category-defining
little n by analogy to the verb final, the final-less medials cannot be nouns.

8Much of the analysis in Brittain (2003) and Slavin (2012) explores the role of so-called ‘concrete’ finals, which are
rootlike morphemes that cannot serve as stems for person marking on their own, but must occur with an initial/preverb.
An example in Mi’gmaq is -i’si ‘speak, call’ as in telu-i’si-t Ma’li thus-speak-3 ‘she is called Mary’ or wenju-i’si-t
french-speak-3 ‘s/he speaks French’. This is the genesis of the “Left-Edge Requirement” (Brittain 2003), where
concrete finals are considered a type of root (a ‘weak’ root per Slavin) that is insufficient at the left edge and therefore
requires an initial/preverb (Slavin: ‘strong’ root) to fill this position. I do not examine concrete finals in Mi’gmaq in any
detail; however, since I treat initials as obligatory in all stems, and since concrete finals combine non-compositionally
they must be part of the first phase, I would assume that concrete finals are another type of root that forms a compound
with the initial, just like initials and preverbs are compounds of roots in separate phases. An interesting question for
future research is whether and how concrete finals could combine with additional (second-order) finals like -ege and
-asi.
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Slavin (2012), writing about Oji-Cree, proposes that both dependent roots (‘concrete finals’)
and independent roots (‘initials’) belong to the class of roots and occur in the same position in
the tree. For Slavin, the difference is that while independent roots are semantically complete
by themselves, dependent roots are semantically incomplete and require an additional modifier
(preverb) to complete them. Both Slavin (2012) and Oxford (2013) argue for several key elements
that form part of my base structure: (i) splitting the verb phrase into VOICEP and vP, although
Slavin primarily shows VOICE heads as null, and Oxford depicts them as the location of the theme
sign (more discussion in Chapter 2); (ii) initials as acategorial roots; (iii) locating the subject in
spec, VOICEP; and (iv) locating the object in spec, vP. For ease of reference, I show a generalized
representation of these four characteristics in (10); note that I follow Oxford (2013) and not Slavin
(2012) in assuming that heads are on the left.

(10) VOICEP

subject
VOICE vP

object v √

Branigan (2012), with data from Innu-Aimûn, argues that the relative order of morphemes in
Algonquian can be explained by a macroparameter of ‘multiple attraction’ to all functional heads
(compare microparameters whereby only one particular functional head multiply attracts, such as
to v in Collins (2002) or to C in Cole et al. (2008)). The trees in (11) give a brief overview of
what Branigan’s (2012) multiple attraction looks like: the lexical heads, initial (V) and medial (N),
begin in the VP as shown in (11a), but then the functional head (v) first attracts the closest lexical
head (V), and then attracts the subsequent one (N) by “tucking in” (Richards 1997), resulting in
the correct linear order within the v head as shown in (11b).

(11) a. vP

v
final

VP

V
initial

N
medial

b. vP

v

V
initial

v

N
medial

v
final

VP

V
t

N
t

One of the attractive aspects of Branigan’s analysis is that the structure he proposes for the
Algonquian verb does not introduce Algonquian-specific machinery. Instead, he draws parallels
with serial verbs and verbal compounds in }Hoan, a Khoisan language, which Collins (2002)
analyzes as having multiple attraction to v, and with auxiliaries in Peranakan Javanese, which Cole
et al. (2008) analyze as having multiple attraction to C. In fact, the verbal compounds in }Hoan
are strikingly similar to those in Algonquian, except that the Algonquian verb complex is a single
polymorphemic word whereas the equivalent in }Hoan is several monomorphemic words. For
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example, the }Hoan example in (12) shows two verbal roots expressing manner ‘jog’ and direction
‘come’ with only one person marker, aspect, and so on.

(12) Ma
1SG

Şoe
still

na
AUX

ka
SUB

Şhoam-Şhoam
jog

tca
come

‘while I was still coming jogging’ (Collins 2002: 39)

Collins’s (2002) tree for (12) is represented below in (13). We can see that the verbs start out
with ‘come’ as the complement of ‘jog’, and then the higher verb, ‘jog’, is attracted to the little v,
followed by the lower verb, ‘come’, tucking in between the two (Richards 1997).

(13) vP

v

‘jog’ v

‘come’ v

VP

DPi

1SG

V′

V1

tjog

VP

PROi V′2

tcome

A very similar construction to the }Hoan verbal compound in (12) is found in Mi’gmaq, as we can
see in (14), where the initial el- ‘to, towards’ and the medial tugw ‘run’ are two root-like elements
with the same category-assigning morpheme (final) and person marking.

(14) el-tugw-i’-g
to-run-VAI-3
‘s/he runs toward’

Since Branigan (2012) argues that in Algonquian all functional heads must attract multiply, he
also proposes a multiple attraction account for preverbs, as shown in (15) below. He argues that
the preverb starts out in an AuxP in the clausal spine between vP and TP and then after the first
step of multiple attraction to the v head, both the entire v and the preverb are multiply attracted to
T by tucking in, as shown in (15).
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(15) TP

T

Aux

tshî
can

T

v

V

ueuesh
repair

v

-tâ
VTA

T

-pan
past

AuxP

Aux

ttshi

vP

DP

Pûn
Paul

v′

v

tueueshta

VP

V

tueuesh

DP

n-ûtâpan
my-car

While I adopt Branigan’s proposal that morpheme order in general is the result of multiple
attraction, I show below in Chapter 2 why I need to introduce VOICEP as a seat for an additional
final, with the accompanying changes in structure that result. Once we add a VOICEP, multiple at-
traction to T would result in a structure that violates either the Mirror Principle (Baker 1985) or the
attested linear ordering of the morphemes. I therefore propose that the higher final and additional
roots attract multiply to VOICE instead of TP. I believe that this proposal is in fact more in the spirit
of Branigan’s multiple attraction macroparameter than following the details of his proposal itself,
because if we posit an additional functional head then it should also attract multiply. First, how-
ever, I outline the details of how I combine Branigan’s (2012) multiple attraction proposal with the
VOICE head and acategorial roots proposed in Slavin (2012) and Oxford (2013) in the following
section.

1.3 Proposal

In this section, I give an overview of the essential portions of the structure that I propose for the
Mi’gmaq verb stem, which I then elaborate on and justify in the following chapters. My proposal is
based on the notion that, although one root/initial and one final are the minimal necessary elements
necessary to form a stem (see (1) above), the same elements can attach to an existing piece of
structure with more predictable effects on meaning. For example, in (16) and (17), etl- ‘process’
and tel- ‘thus’ are roots that can combine directly with a final, as in the (a) examples, or with a stem
that already has a root, as in the (b) examples. With existing stems, etl- always adds a progressive
or ongoing aspectual meaning, but when attached directly to a final, etl- acquires the meaning
‘make’ or ‘create’, as shown in (16). Similarly, when tel- attaches to a stem that can be a word on
its own, it always means ‘do [verb] in such a way’, but when it attaches directly to the particular
final in (17a), it can also have the idiomatic interpretation ‘be pregnant’.

11



(16) a. etl-i-at-l
process-VTA-3>4-OBV
‘s/he makes it.AN’

b. etl-np-a-t
process-sleep-VAI-3
‘s/he is in the process of sleeping’9

(17) a. tel-e’-g
thus-VAI-3
‘s/he is in such a way’
‘s/he is pregnant’

b. tel-lugw-e-t
thus-work-VAI-3
‘s/he works thus, in such a way’10

The same contrast between attachment of a root+functional morpheme versus morpheme com-
bining with existing structure is also evident in the functional domain. Here, the evidence comes
from the intransitive verbal final -asi/-as’, glossed as ASI, which indicates the middle voice.11 Un-
like other finals, -asi/-as’ can combine directly with a root, as in (18a), or with a stem that already
has a final (-at, a transitive inanimate final), as in (18b).

(18) a. jaqal-a’s’-g
quick-ASI-0
‘it moves quickly’

b. elugw-at-as’-g
work-VTI-ASI-0
‘it is fixed, is being fixed’

When attached to a simple root, -a’s’ can have a variety of interpretations: compare (18a) where
-a’s’ adds a meaning of movement with (19a) where -a’s’ contributes an inchoative meaning. By
contrast, when attached to a complex stem as in (18b), the same -a’s contributes solely a valency-
changing operation, as we can see from (19b) that the meaning ‘fix’ is already present from the
lower final -at.

(19) a. megw-a’s’-g
red-ASI-0
‘it becomes/is becoming red’

b. elugw-at-g
work-VTI-3
‘s/he fixes it’

I argue that the restrictions on how roots and finals can combine compositionally are related
and that they can be explained based on a single structure with the following contentions: there is

9The verb for ‘sleep’ is an example of INITIAL CHANGE: in the present and past tense (direct evidential) and
without a preceding root, it has the form nep- as in nepat ‘s/he sleeps’. In the future/irrealis, subjunctive, infinitive,
and with a preceding root, it has the form np-, often pronounced mp-, as in npatew ‘s/he will sleep’, ’lpa npan ‘if you
sleep’, or the example above. Many roots (initials) in Algonquian undergo initial change, generally by presence or
absence of /e/ in the first syllable, although not all of them do so. It is not quite a predictable phonological process,
but when a root is subject to change it does so in predictable environments.

10Some authors like Inglis (1986) analyze lugw- as a medial rather than a root (initial). However, I consider it a root
(or possibly a complex of el- root + -ugw medial) and not simply a medial because it can be found independently as
a verb root (elugwet ‘s/he works’) and undergoes initial change in the same contexts as other roots like nep-. That is,
the variation between elugw- and lugw- happens in precisely the future/irrealis, subjunctive, and infinitive contexts in
which initial change happens, such as lugwetew ‘s/he will work’ and ’lpa lugwen ‘if you work’. Canonical medials
such as -apsg ‘round’ or -ptn ‘hand’ are never found as verbs by themselves with only agreement marking and nor
do they undergo initial change. There is also no evidence of e- as a root/preverb by itself in Mi’gmaq, nor of roots in
preverb position mirroring exactly the conditions for initial change. Although it might be desirable to avoid elugw- en-
tirely because of this disagreement, it is unfortunately also highly versatile, and therefore often the most pragmatically
accessible example, particularly when drawing parallels between several different roots in preverb position.

11This final has a variety of forms, including -asi, -a’si, -as’, -a’si and -si, which will be discussed in Chapter 2
along with more on why this final is a middle voice marker.
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a functional projection, VOICEP, directly above vP, which has as its head a final that attaches to a
complex stem, such as -a’s’, and which multiply-attracts roots that are above the vP, in preverb po-
sition. This contrasts with the single, most deeply-embedded root and final, which are found within
vP and combine with each other before additional roots and finals are added. The existence of a
phase boundary between the vP and VOICEP explains why idioms only happen at this lower level.
The distinction between vP and VOICEP is for reasons similar to Harley’s (2012) arguments about
‘stacking’ passives, causatives, and applicatives in Hiaki, and is also related to the multilayered VP
proposed by Ramchand (2008).

Non-compositional verb meaning in Mi’gmaq tends to happen when a root (initial) combines
with a final, and not when an existing root+final combination adds an additional root or final.12

The data that I explore in the remainder of this thesis provides evidence for two claims: firstly,
that Mi’gmaq (and by extension, Algonquian) ‘initials’ and ‘preverbs’ are in fact roots, and not
V or some other pre-assigned category as claimed for example by Branigan (2012), and secondly
that there is a VOICE projection between the vP and other material such as tense. This proposal
is therefore additional evidence for the approach of Marantz (2000) and Arad (2003) who argue
that the distinction between lexical (derivational) and syntactic (inflectional) word-building is the
difference between words formed from roots versus non-roots, as stated by Arad (2003):

(20) a. Roots may be assigned a variety of interpretations in different morphophonological
environments. These interpretations, though retaining some shared core meaning of
the root, are often semantically far apart from one another, and are by no means pre-
dictable from the combination of the root and the word-creating head. This property
is language specific, occurring in some languages but not in others.

b. The ability to be assigned multiple interpretations is strictly reserved for roots. Once
the root has merged with a category head and formed a word (n, v, etc.), its interpre-
tation is fixed, and is carried along throughout the derivation. This locality constraint
is universal and holds across all languages. (Arad 2003: 4)

Arad (2003) shows that this distinction can account for the various idiosyncratic interpretations
of a Hebrew consonantal root when combined with different vowel templates, which she contrasts
with the compositional meaning of an already-derived Hebrew word that undergoes further deriva-
tion. I suggest that Algonquian finals have a category-assigning function similar to that which Arad
gives to Hebrew vowel templates: they assign a category and potentially other information (tran-
sitivity, animacy, idiosyncratic semantic content) when they attach directly to the acategorial root
(‘initial’), but create only predictable differences when attaching to an existing root+final combi-
nation.13 A further advantage to adopting a root+functional head analysis as in Marantz (2000) is
that the phase boundary that I need between vP and VOICEP falls out naturally as the difference
between merger of a root plus a functional head versus merger of an existing piece of structure

12This observation that multiple roots or finals do not combine non-compositionally is sufficient but not necessary
in order to argue that there is a distinction in status, as it is widely observed even for English that idioms such as let
the cat out of the bag may contain multiple words or roots, e.g. Harley & Noyer (1999).

13The fact that I treat the variations of tel- or -asi as instances of the same item in different positions rather than
coincidentally related or even derived morphemes is similar in approach to Johns’s (1992) “One Form/One Mean-
ing Principle: Where morphemes are identical or similar in phonological properties, in the unmarked case, they are
identical or similar in all lexical properties” (Johns 1992: 43).
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with another head.14

As an illustration of the verb stem composition that I propose, let us examine the verb in (21)
which has two roots (one in initial position, one in preverb position) and two finals.15 Recall
throughout that I underline the morphemes that first combine with each other, in this case lugw-
and -at.

(21) tel-lugw-at-as’-g
thus-work-VTI-ASI-0
‘it is fixed thus, that’s how it’s being fixed’

We start with everything in its base position: the underlined morphemes in vP, and the additional
root and final in VOICEP, as shown in (22).

(22) VOICEP

(subject)

VOICE

-as’

√P

√

preverb
tel-

vP

(object)
v

-at

√P

√

initial
lugw-

At the first phase, for which the affected morphemes are underlined in (23), the initial lugw-
adjoins to v -at, as per Branigan’s (2012) multiple attraction parameter, and goes to spell-out.
According to Branigan (2012), if there was a medial (noun-like morpheme) in this verb, it would
start under √P with the root and also adjoin to v by ‘tucking-in’ in the sense of Richards (1997)
between the initial and the final. Although I do not address medials, we will see in Chapter 3 that
multiple roots in preverb position also adjoin by tucking in.

14The idea that compounds are formed from several roots in the same word is not a new one: see, for example,
Harley (2009) for English compounds and incorporation involving multiple roots.

15Other authors on Algonquian languages have analyzed preverbs as having an entirely different status from initials,
such as Aux in Branigan (2012) or Asp in Slavin (2012). In Chapter 3, I show data on the considerable overlap between
‘preverbs’ and ‘initials’, at least in Mi’gmaq and explain why I consider them the same type of root in different
positions.
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(23) VOICEP

(subject)

VOICE

-as’

√P

√

preverb
tel-

vP

(object)
v

√

lugw-
v
-at

√P

√

initial
tlugw−

At the second phase, shown in (24), the preverb tel- first adjoins to VOICE -a’s’, and then the
now-complex v adjoins to VOICE by tucking in.16 Presumably further derivation happens in order
for the verb stem to pick up agreement, tense/evidentiality, negation, and so on, since any further
morphology applies to the entire stem (for example, all roots in a single stem will have the same
arguments), but since the focus of this paper is on the structure of the stem, I do not attempt to
account for this.17

16See Section 3.3.2 for evidence that the preverbs attach below VOICEP and not above it.
17Another option for deriving the same ordering effects would be Head Movement (Matushansky 2006, Chomsky

1995), as suggested to me by Lisa Travis (p.c.). By this model, each head would ‘roll up’, attaching to the others on
the way. This proposal does require the additional stipulation that all morphemes are inherently specified as either
prefixes or suffixes, which is not inherently unreasonable as I have no examples of morphemes in Mi’gmaq that can
be both a prefix and suffix.

Regardless of whether one assumes a Head Movement or a multiple attraction account, the majority of what I set out
to prove remains the same because it is primarily concerned with is establishing the status of morphemes, their initial
positions, and phase boundaries. Nonetheless, I think that there are some slight advantages to a multiple attraction
approach, among them that stem composition can pattern with serial verbs or compounds cross-linguistically, a natural
reason for there to be a phase boundary at vP, and not requiring inherent prefix/suffix specification. Branigan (2012)
also discusses why multiple attraction by functional heads is required by other levels of the structure, for example
in order to avoid a bracketing paradox between preverbs which seem to attach high but must be within the scope of
tense/evidentiality, and continues by saying that once we posit multiple attraction for a certain number of the heads it
becomes more economical to carry it all the way though than to have a mixed Head Movement / Multiple Attraction
analysis.
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(24) VOICEP

(subject)

VOICE

√

tel-
VOICE

v

lugwat-

VOICE

-as’

√P

√

preverb
ttel−

vP

(object)
v

tlugwat−

√P

√

initial
tlugw−

In the following chapters, I examine in further detail the properties of stems containing multi-
ple roots and multiple finals and the differences between the same item attaching within a single
root+final versus to an existing portion of structure. Chapter 2 discusses finals in Mi’gmaq, be-
ginning in Section 2.1 with an overview of Mi’gmaq finals in higher and lower positions and
continuing in Section 2.2 with discussion with of the final -asi, and its behaviour as a middle voice
maker in the two relevant positions. Chapter 2 thus provides evidence that there must be an ad-
ditional projection above vP, it must be VOICE, and there must be a phase boundary between the
two. Chapter 3 discusses roots in Mi’gmaq. It begins in 3.1 showing that items called ‘preverbs’
and ‘initials’ are the same type of acategorial root in multiple positions, and continues in 3.2 by ar-
guing that roots in preverb position must have a closer relationship with the verb, including scopal
effects, than we would expect if they were adverbs or did not raise. Chapter 3 therefore provides
evidence for a phase boundary between preverbs and initials, for the location of roots in preverb
position below VOICEP and not above it, and for multiple attraction of preverbs and the complex
little v to the same VOICE head. I finally conclude in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2

Finals

In this chapter, I examine the portion of the stem in Mi’gmaq known as a FINAL, which controls the
transitivity of a verb complex and the animacy of its arguments, and is widely analyzed as little v
by generativist Algonquianists (Brittain (2003), Hirose (2003), Piggott & Newell (2006), Mathieu
(2008), Ritter & Rosen (2010), Slavin (2012), Branigan (2012), Lochbihler (2012) etc.). Recall
that finals are minimally found between the INITIAL (root) and the person markers, as shown in
(1), repeated from (1) in Chapter 1.

(1) tel-
thus-
INITIAL

-e’
-VAI
FINAL

-g
-3
PERSON

‘s/he is such a way,’
‘she is pregnant’

For reference, (2), repeated from (2) in Chapter 1, compares my proposal with the standard termi-
nology of Bloomfield (1946).

(2) a. Bloomfield: (Preverb(s)) Initial (Medial) Final (Final/Theme Sign) ...
b. My analysis: (Root(s)) Root (Medial) little v VOICE ...

I argue that there is an additional possible position for finals, at VOICE, where a final can attach to
a stem that already has a previous final at little v. Using the example of the final -asi, which has
purely valency-reducing behaviour at VOICE as in (3b) but is less predictable at little v as in (3a),
I argue for a crucial distinction between category-defining morphemes that combine directly with
roots versus those that combine with existing portions of structure, in the model of Arad (2003).

(3) a. elugw-at-as’-g
work-VTI-ASI-0
‘it is fixed, is being fixed’

b. ejigl-a’s’-g
away-ASI-0
‘it goes away’

This chapter accomplishes several things. First, I provide a background description of finals
in Mi’gmaq, both those that attach directly to a root and those that attach to a complex stem in
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Section 2.1. I then turn in Section 2.2 to the -asi and its variants, which can attach to both simple
roots as in (3b) and roots that already have another final as in (3a), as evidence for a distinction
between v and VOICE. Finally, in Section 2.2.3, I show that the diverse functions of -asi can
be unified by treating it as a middle voice marker which has different properties depending on
where it attaches, providing evidence for a phase boundary as in Marantz (2000) between the vP
and VOICEP. This evidence for a VOICE projection and for situating certain finals in it is also
important when accounting for multiple roots in a verb complex in Chapter 3.

2.1 Finals in Mi’gmaq

Finals in Algonquian languages are classified according to two parameters: (i) the transitivity
of the verb, either intransitive or transitive (ditransitive verbs pattern with transitives); and (ii) the
animacy of its absolutive argument (subject of an intransitive; object of a transitive), either animate
or inanimate.1 Subjects of transitive verbs must always be animate.2 In this section, I give a brief
overview of the types of finals found in Mi’gmaq and a non-exhaustive list of their shapes: a more
comprehensive listing of finals can be found in Inglis (2002). For ease of presentation, instances
of the same verb stem (root/initial and optional other elements) with finals of different categories
will be presented in the 2 x 2 template shown in (4).

(4)
Animate Inanimate

Intransitive
Transitive

2.1.1 Finals on simple stems

We can see in the examples in (5)-(7) that finals (bolded) are found between the root (initial) and
the agreement marking, and may take a variety of different forms. Intransitive finals are often
vowels, such as -ie, -ia, -a, -e, or -i and may or may not show differences between an animate and
an inanimate subject.3 One common pattern is for the VTA final to be -al or -a’l while the VTI
final is -at or -a’t, as shown in (5)-(7), although other finals are also possible.

1As discussed briefly in Chapter 1, when I say FINAL I mean what Algonquianists refer to as an ABSTRACT
VERBAL FINAL. There are also NOUN FINALS which make a root into a noun, such as -aqan in tepaqan ‘vehicle, car,
sled’, and CONCRETE VERBAL FINALS which have more semantic content, like -am, -ap ‘look, visual appearance’ or
-i’si ‘speak, call’, but I do not discuss them in detail.

2Inanimate “subjects” are expressed using different constructions, such as gews’g ‘it is toppled by the wind, blown
down’ which is intransitive.

3For example, sewisgiet and sewisgiaq in (5) have the VAI final -ie and the VII final -ia respectively, but elugwet
and elugweg in (6) have the same final, -e. I have not encountered any transitive finals that are identical to each other
in the same way: although the vowel length of transitive finals always matches (long /a/ in (5), short /a/ in (6)), the
entirety of the VTA and VTI finals are never identical.
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(5) ROOT: sewisg- ‘break’

Animate Inanimate
sewisg-ie-t sewisg-ia-g

Intransitive break-VAI-3 break-VII-0
‘it.AN breaks up’ ‘it.IN breaks up’

sewisg-a’l-at-l sewisg-a’t-oq
Transitive break-VTA-3>4-OBV break-VTI-3

‘s/he breaks it.AN’ ‘s/he breaks it.IN’

(6) ROOT: elugw- ‘do, work, fix, prepare’

Animate Inanimate
elugw-e-t elugw-e-g

Intransitive do-VAI-3 do-VII-0
‘s/he works’ ‘it works’

elugw-al-at-l elugw-at-g
Transitive do-VTA-3>4-OBV do-VTI-3

‘s/he prepares him/her/it.AN’ ‘s/he prepares it.IN’

(7) ROOT: (gaq)am-4 ‘stand’

Animate Inanimate
gaqam-i-t gaqam-i-g

Intransitive stand-VAI-3 stand-VII-0
‘s/he stands’ ‘it stands’

(ga)qam-a’l-at-l (ga)qam-a’t-oq
Transitive stand-VTA-3>4-OBV stand-VTI-3

‘s/he stands him/her (up)’ ‘s/he stands it (up)’

We can see how a single final attaches to a stem in the tree in (8) below of tele’g ‘s/he is such a
way, is pregnant’, from (1). The root starts out in a√P before raising to the final little v. Although
there is no medial in this sentence, I assume that if it were present it would start out as sister to
the √. I do not represent agreement, which I assume happens higher in the tree: for an account of
agreement in Mi’gmaq see Coon & Bale (2013) and Hamilton (2013).

(8) vP

(object)
v

√

tel-
v

-e’

√P

√

ttel
4There is speaker variation on the transitive forms: some say qama’latal, qama’toq while others say gaqama’latl,

gaqama’toq.
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The table below summarizes the distribution of first-order finals mentioned in this paper. Al-
though this does not claim to be an exhaustive list, it is sufficient to show some general trends.5

(9) Finals that attach to a root:6

ANIMATE INANIMATE

INTRANSITIVE -i, -a, -e, -e’, -ie, -in, -asi, -a’si -i, -a, -e, -ia, -as’, -a’s’, -∅
TRANSITIVE -al, -a’l, -i, -∅ -at+m, -a’t+u, (i)t+u

The combination of a final with an initial (and optionally a medial) can create an idiomatic
meaning that is more than could necessarily be predicted by the individual meanings of each el-
ement. Several examples are above: tele’g ‘s/he is such a way, is pregnant’ in (1), and the root
elugw- in (6) which can mean work, fix, or prepare depending on the final. We will see in the
following section that the same is not the case for finals that combine with a stem that already has
a final in it.

2.1.2 Finals on complex stems

Finals can also attach to stems that already have another final, especially to reduce the valency of
verbs that are already marked as transitive. For example, the root nem- ‘see’ has VTA forms such as
nemiatl ‘s/he sees him/her’ in (10a) and VTI forms such as nemitoq ‘s/he sees it’ in (10b), but does
not have any simple intransitive counterparts that would mean something like ‘s/he sees/is visible’
or ‘it sees/is visible’ without implying any sort of object. We can, however, create intransitive
forms that imply a non-overt subject or object by adding a second final after the first one (the
lowest root and final are always underlined).

(10) a. nem-i-at-l
see-VTA-3>4-OBV
‘s/he sees him/her’

b. nem-it-oq
see-VTI-3
‘s/he sees it’

c. nem-it-ege-t
see-VTI-NONSP-3
‘s/he sees (things), is a seer’

d. nem-it-as’-g
see-VTI-ASI-0
‘it is seen’

5Many roots, such as those shown in (5)-(7), can be found with finals representing all four animacy/transitivity com-
binations, but it is not uncommon for a root to be more restricted, particularly when one or more animacy/transitivity
combinations would be pragmatically odd. For example, some verbs are not compatible with inanimate subjects, such
as siwe’g ‘is lonely, bored’, while other verbs can only be made intransitive by derivation, such as nem- ‘see’, which
will be discussed in the next subsection. Note also that transitive finals are nearly always found with an additional
morpheme such as -u or -m which is called in the Algonquian literature a THEME SIGN (e.g. Inglis 1986). I postpone
further discussion of theme signs until the final section of this chapter.

6One question that arises is, given a particular animacy/transitivity combination, which final will occur with which
root? The choice between, say, the VAI final -i and the VAI final -e, appears to be primarily dependent on idiosyncratic
factors of the morpheme to which it attaches. In a few cases, the final is predictable from semantic factors, as when
stems that contain body-part morphemes often have the VAI/VII final -a and states often have the VAI final -e’, but
in many circumstances the choice between one or more finals in a quadrant is unclear. One possible further direction
might come from Denny’s (1978) proposal that Ojibwe VII finals have situation aspect (states vs. processes vs. events
vs spatial activities). The length of the vowel in a final, although also not predictable, is at least consistent: if a root
calls for a long vowel with one final, such as the VTA final -a’l, it will also do so with others, such as the VTI final
-a’t and sometimes even with the intransitive finals.
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Two possible second-order finals to add are -ege as in (10c) and -as’ as in (10d). The final -ege
‘absorbs’ the object to create AI verbs from TI verbs, and results in the form nem-it-ege-t ‘s/he
sees (things), is a seer’.7 The final -as’ ‘absorbs’ the subject to create II verbs from TI verbs, and
resulting in the form nem-it-as’-g ‘it is seen’. The same is true for the examples in (11), as well
as many other verbs: the transitive forms have a single final as in (11a) and (11b), but they can be
made intransitive by adding the second-order finals -ege and -as’ to absorb either the internal or
external argument, as in (11c) and (11d).

(11) a. wissugw-al-at-l
cook-VTA-3>4-OBV
‘s/he cooks it.AN’

b. wissugw-at-oq
cook-VTI-3
‘s/he cooks it.IN’

c. wissugw-at-ege-t
cook-VTI-NONSP-3
‘s/he cooks (things), is a cook’

d. wissugw-at-as’-g
cook-VTI-ASI-0
‘it is cooked’

Evidence that -ege reduces the valency of a transitive verb comes from the following example.
In (12), the verb with -ege is ungrammatical with an overt object such as msaqtaqt ‘floor’, but in
(13), where the verb does not have -ege, the overt object is fine.

(12) gesisp-a’t-ege-i
wash-VTI-NONSP-1

(*msaqtaqt)
(floor)

‘I’m washing stuff (*the floor)’

(13) gesisp-a’t-u
wash-VTI-1

(msaqtaqt)
(floor)

‘I’m washing it (the floor)’

Multiple final derivation can also happen with stems that are already acceptable with just an
intransitive final. For example, in (14), siw-e’-g ‘s/he is lonely, bored’ has the single VAI final -e’
and in (15), siw-a’l-at-l ‘s/he is tiresome to him/her’ has the single VTA final -a’l, while siw-at-
ege-t ‘s/he annoys (people), is tiresome’ in (16) is built from the same root siw- but has two finals.8

(14) siw-e’-g
tire-VAI-3
‘s/he is lonely, bored’

(15) siw-a’l-at-l
tire-VTA-3>4-OBV
‘s/he is tiresome to, frustrates him/her’

(16) siw-a’t-ege-t
tire-VTI-NONSP-3
‘s/he annoys (people), is tiresome, annoying, a pest’

7 Inglis (1986, 2002) says that -ege is used to mean a non-specific or indefinite object. It is not clear to me
at this point whether the -ege in fact introduces a non-specific internal argument (like an incorporated noun) or
deletes/absorbs the internal argument (like an antipassive). However, since incorporated nouns are typically found
before finals (as medials) in the verb stem, it seems most simple to say that -ege being found after finals (e.g. -at
below) means that it is more like a final.

8Lochbihler (2012) claims that the equivalent morpheme in Ojibwe, -igee, is an VAI/VTI theme sign rather than a
second-order final. Since I will claim that theme signs and second-order finals are in the same position, at VOICE, this
does not affect my analysis. Regardless of whether we treat -ege as a final or a theme sign, we still need to explain
how it is that -asi, which is clearly a final when it attaches directly to a root, can be found in the same position as a
theme sign.
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I follow Harley (2012) in assuming that despite the apparent reduction in the number of arguments,
no syntactic structure is deleted, but rather that the additional morpheme at VOICE affects how the
external argument is introduced in spec, VOICEP. Furthermore, the distinct finals that correspond
to vP and VOICEP provide additional evidence for Harley’s claim that “vP is not VOICEP” (Harley
2012: 11). I argue that second-order finals like -ege are VOICE heads found just above the vP,
as shown below in (17). We then have two iterations of attraction: First, the root is attracted to
the final (little v), then the entire little v as a unit is attracted to VOICE.9 The elements attracted
to VOICE include existing portions of structure (the v which includes a root and a final), and the
non-compositional meanings happen from a combination of the first root and final and not with
subsequent finals (or subsequent roots, as we will see in Chapter 3), a distinction that mirrors that
of Arad (2003).

(17) VOICEP

VOICE

v

siwa’t-

VOICE

-ege

vP

v
tsiwa′t

√P

√

tsiw

In the next section, I will explore the difference between these two possible positions for finals
by discussing in detail the final -asi and its variants, which can occur in both lower and higher
position. I show that when -asi attaches directly to a root it acts like -e’, -al, -at and the other
first-position finals that create unpredictable variations of meaning, while when -asi attaches to a
root+final combination it instead creates completely predictable reductions in valency, just like the
second-position final -ege that was discussed above.

2.2 Distribution of -asi

The final -asi is useful when exploring the two possible positions for finals because it occurs in
both positions and has different properties depending on which position it is in.10 In this section
I distinguish between the variants of -asi that attach directly to a root (Section 2.2.1) and to a
root with another final (Section 2.2.2).11 When -asi attaches lower, to bare roots as in (18a), it
contributes a more abstract, idiosyncratic notion of subject-affectedness, while when it attaches
higher as in (18b), it contributes a straightforward valency reduction.

9For consistency, I assume that this attraction is multiple as defined by Branigan (2012) although since for ease of
exposition only one item is attracted at each step in this example, at this point it does not matter.

10The same morpheme occurring in multiple positions and having subtly different properties in each will be mirrored
by roots in Chapter 3.

11Another variant of -asi is -ati, which occurs for some plural subjects, e.g. enqa’tieg ‘we two (excl.) come to a
stop’ but awanta’sieg ‘we two (excl.) forget’, but I believe that this is an entirely regular pattern so for the sake of
simplicity I do not discuss it here.
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(18) a. vP

v

√

megw-
v

-a’s’

√P

√

tmegw

b. VOICEP

VOICE

v

elugwat-

VOICE

-as’

vP

v
telugwat

√P

√

telugw

2.2.1 -asi attached to a root

The animate intransitive final -asi and its inanimate equivalent -as’ can attach to plain roots, just
like the intransitive final -e’ discussed in 2.1.1. Some roots, like megw- ‘red’, can occur with either
a normal intransitive final like -e’, in which case it means ‘is red’ (19), or with -asi / -as’, in which
case it means ‘becomes red’ (20).

(19) a. megw-e’-g
red-VAI-3
‘s/he is red’

b. megw-e’-g
red-VII-0
‘it is red’12

(20) a. megw-a’si-t
red-ASI-3
‘s/he is becoming red’

b. megw-a’s’-g
red-ASI-0
‘it is becoming red’

Another variant of -asi involves a short a, as shown in (21).13

(21) jip-asi-t
fear-ASI-3
‘s/he is afraid’

In general, -asi when it attaches to a root contributes a general notion of subject-affectedness
compatible with the internal argument (theme) as subject, but the precise nature of the resulting
meaning is not completely predictable. For example, megwa’sit above is translated ‘s/he is be-
coming red’, jipasit is translated ‘s/he is afraid’. Below, we can see a few more examples: in
(22a) jaqala’sit ‘s/he moves fast’, in (23a) awanta’sit ‘s/he forgets’, in (23b) ala’s’g ‘it goes about,
spreads around’.

12Note that megwe’g is ambiguous between animate intransitive and inanimate intransitive in this form, because the
third person marker -t becomes -g after a long vowel or diphthong, but the distinction can still be seen in the plural:
megw-e-g-ig ‘they two (animate) are red’, megw-olt-i-j-ig ‘they (animate) are red’, but megw-e’-g-l ‘they (inanimate)
are red’.

13Length alternation in finals was also discussed above for the VTA final -al ∼ -a’l and the VTI final -at ∼ -a’t in
Section 2.1 of this chapter.
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(22) a. jaqal-a’si-t
fast-ASI-3
‘s/he moves fast, rushes, goes fast’

b. jaqal-e’-g
fast-VAI-3
‘s/he is fast, quick’

(23) a. awan-t-a’si-t
unskilled-mind-ASI-3
‘s/he forgets’

b. al-a’s’-g
around-ASI-0
‘it goes about, spreads around’

In (24), we see that when -asi is attached to a root or root+medial, it is found in little v, just as with
the other first-order finals in the previous section.

(24) vP

v

√

megw-
v

-a’si

√P

√

tmegw

2.2.2 -asi attached to a root with another final

The same variants of -asi can also be found on a root that already has a final attached to it. In
this case, the root that -asi attaches to must have a transitive (VTA or VTI) final, and the resulting
verb as a whole is intransitive. One example is the stem meg-it-, which contains the root (initial)
meg- ‘much, a lot, highly, too’ and the medial -it ‘think, thought, mind’. We can see this stem as a
transitive verb with both the VTA final -e’l in (25a) and the VTI final -e’t in (25b).

(25) a. meg-it-el-m-g
much-think-VTA-THS-1>3
‘I think highly of him/her, am overly fond of him/her’14

b. meg-it-e’t-m-n
much-think-VTI-THS-2
‘you sg think highly of it, are very fond of it’15

If we add the animate -asi and inanimate as’ to the root+VTI final -e’t as in (26), we arrive at
the following forms which have identical translations except for the animacy of their subject, both
of which are a valency reduction by absorption of the external argument and are translated with an
English passive:

(26) a. meg-it-e’t-asi-t
much-think-VTI-ASI-3
‘s/he is highly praised, highly regarded, prized’16

14There may be speaker variation on whether the e in -el/-e’l is long.
15Note the presence of the theme sign -m on both of the transitive verbs, and its absence with -asi. I underline

the theme sign because I will later propose that it occupies the same position as second-order finals such as -ege and
sometimes -asi.
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b. meg-it-e’t-as’-g
much-think-VTI-ASI-0
‘it is highly praised, highly regarded, prized’

A few more examples of second-order -asi derivation are shown below, with evidence that they
indeed cause valency reduction. First, the addition of -asi/as’ to a VTI stem, which reduces the
valency by absorbing the agent.

(27) a. wissugw-at-as’-g
cook-VTI-ASI-0
‘it is cooked’

b. elugw-at-as’-g
do-VTI-ASI-0
‘it’s being fixed’

For evidence that, when attached to a VTI stem, -as’ does absorb an argument, I show that the
same stem, wissugw- ‘cook’, is grammatical with two overt arguments when only the VTI final -at
is attached to it in (28a), but that it is ungrammatical with the same two overt arguments when both
the VTI final -at and the valency-reducing final -as’ are attached, in (28b).

(28) a. Mali
Mary

wissugw-at-g
cook-VTI-3

wius
meat

‘Mary cooks (the) meat’

b. (*Mali)
(Mary)

wissugw-at-as’-g
cook-VTI-ASI-3

wius
meat

‘The meat is cooked (*by Mary)’

The important difference between when -asi attaches directly to a root and when it attaches
to a root+final is that while in a lower position -asi has an idiomatic, unpredictable meaning, in a
higher position the contribution of -asi is a predictable reduction in valency. It is because finals
in this position reduce the valency of the verb, as well as because of previous authors who have
argued for this projection (e.g. Harley (2012), and for Algonquian Slavin (2012), Oxford (2013))
that I argue that when high, -asi is located at VOICE just like -ege. We can see a representative
tree for high-attaching -asi below in (29): the root elugw- raises first to v, where it attaches to
the first-order final -at and becomes transitive, and then the whole thing raises to VOICE where it
attaches to the second-order final -as’ and detransitivizes.

16It is unclear at this point where the animate subject comes from in sentences of this type, of which I have few
examples. According to my previous theories of argument introduction, asi/as’ should only be able to eliminate an
argument that was already present, but the object of a VTI verb is by definition inanimate, there is no animate internal
argument to get promoted. However one analyzes this portion, it cannot be fully correct to say that finals are always
required in order to introduce an argument. One piece of evidence is that the appropriate agreement morphology may
be enough to trigger a particular animacy/transitivity combination. For example, in amjaqatl ‘s/he spreads it..AN on’,
amjaqq ‘s/he spreads it..IN on’, the root is amjaq- and it does not have a final like -al or -at. Furthermore, in other
cases, the final and the agreement marking may indicate objects of contradictory animacy, in which case the verb is
interpreted as having possessor raising. For example, in (i) the final is the VTI final -t but the agreement is first person
subject and second person object -ul. (J. Metallic & Y. Manyakina, p.c.)

(i) wel-ap-t-m-ul
good-appearance-VTI-THS-1>2

’g-ta’gusn
2-hat

‘I like (the looks of) your hat, I like the thing of yours’,

A complete theory of agreement would need to account for both the ability of finals and agreement marking to intro-
duce arguments independently while also allowing for the fact they often do not do so (or possibly argue for null finals
and an additional step in derivation).
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(29) VOICEP

VOICE

v

elugwat-

VOICE

-as’

vP

v
telugwat

√P

√

telugw

2.2.3 -asi and the middle voice

The logical question to ask ourselves at this point is whether it is semantically coherent to say
that higher -asi and lower -asi are the same morpheme in different positions; that is, what type
of meaning could combine idiosyncratic affectedness of a theme-like subject with predictable va-
lency reduction to leave only the internal argument? In this section, I propose that the answer is
the middle voice, a voice where the subject is both the subject and the one affected by the action
Lyons (1969).17 I show that diverse examples with -asi match the middle voice situation types
as described by Kemmer (1993), providing a further argument for locating higher -asi in VOICE

and clarifying the terminology used for this family of morphemes in previous Algonquianist liter-
ature.18

17Contrast with the active voice, where the subject is the actor, and the passive voice, where the subject is the one
affected by the action. Although English does not have a morphological middle, common syntactic examples are the
door opened and these books sell well.

18It would be natural also to wonder if other Mi’gmaq valency-reducing morphemes are found on VOICE like
the derived middles. For PASSIVES, the data that I have suggests not: unlike middles which have quite transparent
morphology (-asi or a variant), passive morphology in Mi’gmaq is fusional with person marking. For example, in
(i) we can see the VTA final -al but the morphemes -ut and -img cannot be separated into a passive portion and an
agreement portion. Although I do not address agreement in this paper, it seems that a passive environment triggers an
entirely different set of agreement markers that would be an interesting topic for future research.

(i) a. elugw-al-ut
do-VTA-3.PASS
‘s/he is fixed’

b. elugw-al-img
do-VTA-1.PASS
‘I am fixed’

The REFLEXIVE marker -si, on the other hand, is clearly found at VOICE. For example (iia) is formed from a transitive
stem in a manner parallel to (26), and (iib) absorbs an argument in favour of making both subject and object the same,
in a manner parallel to -ege in (12) and (13).

(ii) a. meg-it-el-si-t
much-think-VTA-ASI-3
‘s/he is conceited, has a high opinion of self’

b. Mali
Mary

gesisp-al-si-t
wash-VTA-ASI-3

(*mijua’ji’j-l)
(child-OBV)

Acceptable interpretation: ‘Mary washes herself’
Ungrammatical interpretation: ‘The child is washed by Mary’
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Kemmer (1993) presents a cross-linguistic survey of middle voice markers in a wide variety of
languages. From these, she derives ten situation types in which middle markers are found, as listed
below in (30):

(30) a. Grooming or bodily care (e.g. wash, get dressed, shave)
b. Non-translational motion (e.g. stretch, turn, bow)
c. Translational motion (e.g. climb up, go away, walk, fly)
d. Change in body posture (e.g. sit down, get up, lie down)
e. Naturally reciprocal events (e.g. embrace, speak together, wrestle, agree)
f. Indirect middle (e.g. acquire, ask, desire)
g. Emotion middle (e.g. become frightened, be angry, grieve)
h. Emotive speech actions (e.g. complain, lament)
i. Cognition middle (e.g. think over, believe, ponder)
j. Spontaneous events (e.g. germinate, come to a stop, vanish, recover, occur)19

We can see below in (31) that there are Mi’gmaq verbs with -asi that correspond to most of Kem-
mer’s middle situation types.

(31) a. Non-translational motion
gawasg-a’si-t
turn-ASI-3
‘s/he turns around’

b. Translational motion
ejigl-a’si-t
away-ASI-3
‘s/he goes away’

c. Change in body posture
ep-a’si-t
sit-ASI-3
‘s/he sits down’

d. Emotion middle
jip-asi-t
fear-ASI-3
‘s/he is afraid’

e. Cognition middle
awan-t-a’si-t
awkward-mind-ASI-3
‘s/he forgets’

f. Spontaneous events
enq-a’si-t
stop-ASI-3
‘s/he comes to a stop’

We can see from the above examples that -asi fits well within the patterns observed for middle
markers in other languages: I therefore describe -asi as simply ‘middle’ in place of the previous
descriptions of -asi in Mi’gmaq as a reflexive (Inglis 1986) or reflexive/middle (Inglis 2002), and

In fact, it may not be a coincidence that reflexive -si is phonetically very similar to middle -asi: Kemmer (1993) notes
that many languages show overlap between middles and reflexives although Mi’gmaq is unusual in having a reflexive
that is shorter than its middle, and the possibly-historical question of why the -a would have deleted remains a subject
for further investigation.

19 Definitions of some of the less intuitive situation type names: Non-translational motion: movement not
involving a change of location, Translational motion: movement involving a change of location, Indirect middle:
‘actions that are normally or necessarily for one’s own benefit’ Kemmer (1993: 78), Emotive speech actions: actions
that involve emotion as part of speaking.
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a similar morpheme in other Algonquian languages as a middle reflexive in Fox (Goddard 1990)
or a mediopassive in Cree (Wolfart 1973). Although there are a few of Kemmer’s middle situation
types that have so far not been found with -asi, including naturally reciprocal events, indirect
middle, and emotive speech actions, given that Kemmer herself notes that not all individual verbs
of a particular situation type may have middle morphology, I do not consider this to be a problem.

It is also worth looking at what the relationship is between the middle and reflexive, since the
variant -si + VTA stem is especially often glossed as such. Kemmer, for example, considers the
reflexive a sub-case of the middle: the reflexive must involve an action directly on oneself, while
the middle can involve any action that affects the actor somehow, including by affecting one’s
body posture, mental state, or self-interest. For example, Kemmer argues that Romance ‘weak’
reflexives like se are in fact instances of the middle voice, and that only the ‘strong’ reflexive like
elle-même are true reflexives.

One option, therefore, would be to analyze -si as a reflexive sub-case of the middle -asi. Al-
though this option does seem to account for the data, particularly in that -si has not been found
with inanimates of any sort, it contradicts Kemmer’s generalization that when a reflexive and a
middle contrast in this way, the reflexive is longer than the middle, since ‘reflexive’ -si is shorter
than ‘middle’ -asi in Mi’gmaq. Another option is to say that -a/-a’ is a separate morpheme from
-si (perhaps also found in -al/a’l and -at/a’t) and that the middle is morphologically more com-
plex than the reflexive. However, again this contradicts the typological tendency for middles to
be simpler than reflexives. It is for this reason that I propose that -si is a morphophonological
allomorph of -asi that emerges after a VTA final, and that its ‘reflexive’ meaning emerges from the
combination of VTA verb and middle meaning, rather than being independently specified for -si.

However, regardless of the exact status of -si, the fact remains that -asi and -as’ are found
attached to both simple roots (initial or initial+medial) and to stems that already have a transitive
final, and that both of them fit within the subject-affectedness and cross-linguistic distribution of
the middle voice.

2.2.4 Finals and theme signs

Oxford (2013), among other authors, also proposes a VOICE head in Algonquian, but does so for
different reasons. In Oxford’s proposal, VOICE is the location of the theme sign, and he does not
consider verbs with more than one final. Although Mi’gmaq does have theme signs (Hamilton
2013), note that a theme sign and a second final cannot co-occur on the same verb stem, so I think
it is coherent to say that they belong to the same projection, especially when there are independent
reasons to place them both on VOICE.

As an example, let us consider (32)-(33), repeated from (25)-(26). We can see in (32) that both
the VTA and VTI verbs have the theme sign -m.

(32) a. meg-it-el-m-g
much-think-VTA-THS-1>3
‘I think highly of him/her, am
overly fond of him/her’

b. meg-it-e’t-m-n
much-think-VTI-THS-2
‘you sg think highly of it, are very
fond of it’
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However, when we add -asi as a second-order final, it is added directly after the first final, and
there is no longer any evidence for a theme sign, whether on the VTI stem in (33) or on the VTA
stem in (iia).

(33) a. meg-it-e’t-asi-t
much-think-VTI-ASI-3
‘s/he is highly praised, highly re-
garded, prized’

b. meg-it-e’t-as’-g
much-think-VTI-ASI-0
‘it is highly praised, highly re-
garded, prized’

For ease of comparison, the trees below show (32b) and (33b), before any movement and
omitting agreement markers. We can see that they are identical except for what is located at
VOICE.

(34) a. VOICEP

VOICE

theme sign
-m

vP

v
final
-e’t

√P

√

initial
meg-

N
medial

-it

b. VOICEP

VOICE

final
-as’

vP

v
final
-e’t

√P

√

initial
meg-

N
medial

-it

Another reason why it is important to have both second-order finals and theme signs in VOICE

is that both of them need to be able to have access to both subject and object. Following Oxford
(2013) and Slavin (2012), since both of them give Voice projections for Algonquian, I assume that
the subject is located in spec, VOICEP and the object in spec, vP.

(35) a. VOICEP

(subj)
VOICE

-m
vP

(obj)
v

-e’t

√P

√

meg-
N
-it
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b. VOICEP

(subj)
VOICE

-as’
vP

(obj)
v

-e’t

√P

√

meg-
N
-it

Of the structure that I have proposed in the introduction, I have so far motivated the existence
of a little v projection as the location of the inner final, the existence of a Voice projection as the
location of the outer final, a phase boundary between vP and VOICE, and multiple attraction to v
by tucking in. In the next chapter, I explore verbs that have additional roots (‘preverbs’) beyond
the single initial seen here. I propose that they attach between the vP and VOICEP, and then
are multiply attracted to VOICE. Data showing that additional roots do not participate in idioms
provides further evidence for vP as a phase boundary, and the position of additional roots and their
scopal relationships to each other provide evidence for Branigan-style movement by tucking in.
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Chapter 3

Roots

In this chapter, I examine the portion of the verb stem known as an INITIAL. Recall that initials
are obligatory portions of the verb stem, found before finals (and medials, if any): an example of
an initial is tel- as shown in (1) below.

(1) tel-
thus-
INITIAL

-e’
-VAI
FINAL

-g
-3
PERSON

‘s/he is such a way,’
‘she is pregnant’

For reference, (2), repeated from (2) in Chapter 1, compares my proposal with the standard termi-
nology of Bloomfield (1946).

(2) a. Bloomfield: (Preverb(s)) Initial (Medial) Final (Final/Theme Sign)
b. My analysis: (Root(s)) Root (Medial) little v VOICE

I first argue for the status of roots in Section 3.1: that initials are acategorial roots (Section 3.1.1)
and that preverbs are multiple roots occurring on the same verb, with only the lowest root available
to participate in idioms (Section 3.1.2). I then turn in Section 3.2 to the position of roots, especially
those that occur in preverb position. I argue that there is a distinction between a root modifier and
free (adverbial) modifiers in 3.2.1, and that even roots in preverb position must occur below the
subject in Section 3.2.2. Finally, I present data on scopal effects between multiple preverbs to show
that roots can raise from their original position by multiple attraction in Section 3.2.3.

3.1 Status of roots

3.1.1 Roots are category-independent

As mentioned briefly in 1.1, I argue that roots are category independent, that is, that the same
root may be the origin of either a noun or a verb depending on the category-defining functional
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morpheme that follows it, whether little v or little n (a verb final or a noun final). For example, as
shown in (3)-(8), the roots tep ‘on, onto’, wenju- ‘French’, and nep- ∼ np- ‘sleep’ are can all form
both nouns and verbs. Tep- ‘on, onto’ can be attached to a verb final as in (3) to mean ‘be aboard’
or ‘put someone aboard’ or to a noun final as in (4a) to mean ‘vehicle’, literally an item for putting
things on. Similarly, wenju- ‘French’ can be attached to a verb final to mean ‘is French’ as in (5)
or to a noun final as in (5) to mean ‘Frenchwoman’ (or even to an independent noun such as su’n
‘cranberry’ in (6b) to form a compound). Finally, nep- or its variants np-/mp- can be attached to a
verb final to mean ‘sleep’ as in (7) or to a noun final to mean ‘bed’ as in (8).

(3) a. tep-te-g
on-VII-0
‘it is aboard’

b. tep-a’l-at-l
on-VTA-3>4-OBV
‘s/he puts him/her there, aboard’

(4) a. tep-aqan
on-NI
‘vehicle, car, sled’

b. u-tep-aqan
3-on-NI
‘his/her vehicle, car, sled’

(5) wenju-we-t
french-VAI-3
‘s/he is French’
‘s/he acts foolishly’

(6) a. wenju-jgw-e’j
french-F-NA
‘Frenchwoman’

b. wenju-su’n
french-cranberry
‘apple’

(7) a. nep-a-t
sleep-VAI-3
‘s/he sleeps’

b. etl-np-a-t
process-sleep-VAI-3
‘s/he is sleeping’1

(8) np-o’qon
sleep-NI
‘bed’2

I assume a basic derivation for roots as follows, shown with tep- ‘on, onto’ from (3) and (4) attached
to a verb final in (9a) and to a noun final in (9b), ignoring agreement in both cases.

(9) a. vP

v

√

tep-
v

-a’l

√P

ttep

b. nP

n

√

tep-
n

-aqan

√P

ttep

3.1.2 Roots can modify other roots

In this section, I show that so-called preverbs and initials are instances of roots in two different
positions: attached directly to a category-defining morpheme (final) or attached to a stem that
already contains both a root and a final. The question of whether elements in preverb position are

1Also spelled etl-mp-a-t.
2Also spelled mp-o’qon.
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of the same kind as those in initial position has occasioned considerable discussion in Algonquian.
In the Bloomfieldian tradition, the former are called preverbs while the latter are called initials,
and some authors give the preverbal roots an entirely different status from the initial ones. For
example, Branigan (2012) analyzes initials as V but preverbs as Aux, while Slavin (2012) argues
that initials (and also concrete finals) are roots and that preverbs are adverbials. However, other
authors note that there can be considerable overlap between preverbs and initials. For example,
Brittain (2003) says that initials can be either raised roots or lowered preverbs, Valentine (2001)
notes that many but not all preverbs have corresponding initial/root forms, and Inglis (1986) says
that Mi’gmaq preverbs can usually be created from a root plus -i.3 It is possible that different
Algonquian languages may vary in how much overlap they allow between preverbs and initials,
but I claim that for Mi’gmaq at least, the difference is more of position than of kind.

I begin by working through a representative example with the root tel- ‘thus, so, in such a
way’ in detail before presenting numerous additional examples in less detail. Let’s start with tel-
attached to two different finals, the VAI final -e in (10) and the VTA final -a’l in (11).

(10) a. tel-e’-g VAI FINAL

thus-VAI-3
‘s/he is in such a way, is that way, (idiom. is pregnant)’

b. *e’-g
VAI-3
(intended) ’s/he is’

(11) a. tel-a’l-at-l VTA FINAL

thus-TA-3>4-OBV

‘s/he does (something) to him/her/it.an in such a way’
b. *a’l-at-l

TA-3>4-OBV

(intended) ‘s/he does (something) to him/her/it.an’

The nature of these finals was discussed in Chapter 2, so here let us simply note that both finals are
ungrammatical without an initial (b examples) and contribute essentially only information on the
valency and animacy of the arguments. The same tel- can also occur with the noun-like or classifier
morpheme called a MEDIAL: for example -apsg ‘round’ in (12).4 Even though -apsg clearly has
somewhat lexical semantic content, we can tell that it is a medial and not itself a root because it
cannot occur independently, as shown in (b).

(12) a. tel-apsg-’si-t MEDIAL

thus-round-VAI-3
‘s/he is so big and round, so fat’

b. *apsg-’si-t
round-VAI-3
(intended) ‘s/he is big and round, is fat’

3Although see the table in (17) for many Mi’gmaq preverbs without -i.
4See Section 1.1 for further discussion of medials.
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Finally, tel- can occur on stems that are already grammatical without it, that is, stems that already
contain one or more roots, since all verbs must contain at least a root and a final. We see two
examples of tel- on verbs that already contain a root in (13) and (14). In (13), tel- occurs before
another root that is identical whether it is present or not, while in (14), tel- occurs before an root
that undergoes a routine phonological change depending on whether it is present (a predictable
process known as INITIAL CHANGE which I discuss in Section 1.3).

(13) a. tel-wissugw-at-m-ap INITIAL, NO INITIAL CHANGE

thus-cook-TI-TS-PAST

‘I cooked it in such a way’
b. wissugw-at-m-ap

cook-TI-TS-PAST

‘I cooked it’

(14) a. tel-lugw-e-g INITIAL WITH INITIAL CHANGE

thus-work-VII-0
‘it works in such a way, does such work’

b. *lugw-e-g
work-VII-0
(intended) ‘it works’

c. elugw-e-g
work-VII-0
‘it works’5

Individual morphemes may occur more commonly in one position over the other, such as etl-
which is commonly seen in preverb position meaning ‘in the process of’ as in (15b) but can also
mean ‘make’ initial position in (15a), or gim-, which is commonly seen as in initial position mean-
ing ‘sneak’ as in (16a) but can also mean ‘secretively’ as in preverb position as in (16b).

(15) a. etl-it-oq
process-TI-3
‘s/he makes, creates it’

b. etl-wissugw-at-m-ap
process-cook-TI-TS-PAST

‘I was in the process of cooking it’

(16) a. gim-ie-t
secretly-VAI-3
‘s/he sneaks around’

b. gim-wissugw-at-m-ap
secretly-cook-TI-TS-PAST

‘I cooked it secretively’
5As may be evident from the glosses, tel- typically refers to some other quality determined by context, much like

English ‘thus’ or ‘such’, so it is often accompanied by the focus particle na, as in na wissugwatmap ‘that’s how s/he
cooked it’ or na tellugweg ‘that’s how it works’. For the sake of simplicity and since once could probably write several
papers about na alone, I leave further discussion of it for future research.
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However, there is often a slight semantic difference between an element occurring as a preverb
versus as an initial: the same morpheme in initial position tends to have a less predictably com-
positional meaning than when in preverb position. If we look at the examples above, etl- attached
to an existing stem consistently has a progressive aspectual meaning as in (15b): it is not obvious
where the sense of ‘make’ comes from when it attaches directly to the final as in (15a). Similarly,
gim- in preverb position consistently means ‘secretly’ or ‘secretively’ as in (16b), but in initial
position it has the additional sense of ‘sneaking around’ as in (16a). Perhaps the most obvious
example is tel- in (17a) versus in (13) and (14): although tele’g can mean either ‘is in such a way’
or ‘is pregnant’, telwissugwatm and tellugwet can only mean ‘cooks it thus’ and ‘works thus’,
respectively, never ‘cooks while pregnant’ or ‘works while pregnant’.

There are hundreds of roots like the three previously discussed, as reported by Delisle & Metal-
lic (1976): the following table shows a non-exhaustive list of roots in both preverb and initial posi-
tions.6 Notice some more non-compositional meanings in the final column, such as mila’sit ‘s/he
plays’, from the root mil- ‘many kinds’.

(17) Root Gloss As Preverb Gloss As Initial Gloss
gis- can, able to gislugwet ‘can work’ gisa’toq ‘can +CP’
nata- can, know how natalugwet ‘is a good worker’ natawe’g ‘is capable’
jaqal- quickly jaqallugwet ‘works quickly’ jaqale’g ‘is quick’
siaw- still, continue siawlugwet ‘continues working’ siawa’sit ‘keeps on going’
etl- make, in process etllugwet ‘is working’ etlitoq ‘creates it’
gaq- finish gaqlugwet ‘finishes working’ gaqiet ‘comes to an end’
wel- well, good wellugwet ‘works well’ wele’g ‘is good, well’
awan- poorly, unskilled awanlugwet ‘is unskilled worker’ awane’g ‘is awkward’
minu- re-, again minulugwet ‘works again’ minua’toq ‘duplicates it’
amal- fancy amallugwalatl ‘decorates’ amalgat ‘dances’
gegnu’- properly gegnu’lugwet ‘works properly’ gegnua’toq ‘does it properly’
matu’- a little, simply matu’lugwet ‘do odd/simple jobs’ matue’g ‘live marginally’
maw- together mawlugwalatl ‘includes in the work’ mawiejig ‘congregate’
mil- many kinds millugwet ‘does diff. kinds of work’ mila’sit ‘plays’
tal- how tallugwet? ‘how does s/he work?’ tale’g? ‘how is s/he?’
tel- thus, in such way tellugwet ‘works in such a way’ tele’g ‘is such a way’
newti- one, alone newtilugwet ‘works alone’ newte’jit ‘is alone’
toq- two toqilugwejig ‘work together’ toqe’gig ‘they are two’
al- in any direction allugwet ‘works in any direction’ ala’sit ‘wanders about’

I therefore claim that morphemes like tel-, etl-, gim- and the others in the table above are roots
regardless of where they occur, and that the first step of word formation must be the combination
of the lowest root (‘initial’) with the lowest final. Subsequently, one or more subsequent roots
(‘preverbs’) can be attached afterwards, in an additional phase.7 In this sense, multi-root verb
complexes, at least in Mi’gmaq, are more like compound verbs, serial verbs, or verbs embedding
each other than they are like auxiliaries, as argued by Branigan (2012), or modifiers of a main
root verb, as argued by Slavin (2012). Although not every mathematically possible combination
of roots is attested, this is not surprising: just because a language has a mechanism for combining

6Glosses in the table are as short as possible for space reasons: for more translation options see the dictionary at
Mi’gmaq Online (1997-2013) or Inglis (2002).

7It would be desirable to also have phonological evidence for this phase boundary, one source of which might come
from the linking -i observed by Inglis (1986), but a detailed investigation remains a topic for future research.
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roots does not mean that all roots have been combined using that mechanism or even that all
combinations of roots are pragmatically appropriate.

I therefore expand the basic derivation that we saw at the end of the previous section in (9a)
to include an additional root in the verbal spine above the vP, as shown in (18). The next issue is
where exactly an additional root attaches, a question that I turn to in the following section.

(18) √P

√

tel-
. . . ?

vP

v

√

lugw-
v
-e

√P

tlugw

3.2 Position of roots

In the previous sections, I showed that roots may attach in two positions: ‘initial’, or directly to
a final by multiple attraction to little v, and ‘preverbal’, or higher up in the tree. In this section, I
show where that ‘higher up’ is. In Section 3.2.1, I compare roots in preverb position with adverbial
modifiers to show that roots cannot be adjuncts but must form part of the verbal spine. In Section
3.2.2, I use data on preverb scope over subjects as evidence that roots in preverb position origi-
nally attach below the projection VOICE, and and in Section 3.2.3 data on scopal effects between
multiple preverbs on the same stem as evidence for multiple attraction of preverbs to VOICE.

3.2.1 Roots are not adverbial

Given that roots in a preverbal position modify the verb but are not essential to its well-formedness,
it is worth asking whether they are in fact part of the same word as it or are more like adverbial
modifiers. In this section, I add two more pieces of evidence that that preverbs are distinct from
adverbs: cross-linguistic comparison with preverbs in other Algonquian languages and evidence
from questions and negation that preverbs behave differently than free adverbs.

Evidence for the attachment of preverbs to the verb in most Algonquian languages comes from
the fact that preverbs are found between the person prefixes and the verb stem when the verb is in
the independent order, as shown below in Menominee, where the person marker nae- preceeds the
preverbs kēs ‘past’ and ahpāēnenew ‘always’.8

(19) nae-kēs-ahpāēnenew-anohk̄i-m
1-PAST-always-work.VAI-1/2
‘I was always working’ Menominee (Shields 2006)

8Although see the example from Oxford (2013) for evidence that the person prefix might actually be a clitic.
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In Mi’gmaq, however, main-clause verb conjugations are derived from the conjunct order in Proto-
Algonquian (Dawe-Sheppard 1988), which the result that person is marked on verbs as a suffix
only, not as a combination of prefix and suffix.

(20) ne’gow
always

elugw-e-i
work-VAI-1

‘I always work (I’ve always worked)’9

It is therefore not possible to use the location of a modifier relative to a person prefix as a diagnostic
for attachment in Mi’gmaq, since verbal person prefixes are not found in main verbal clauses in
the language.

Instead, I show that roots in preverb position have a close morphological relationship to the
stem, by contrasting them with another set of modifiers: a subset of the Bloomfieldian class of
uninflected particles which I call ADVERBS.10 Although both adverbs and roots in preverb position
modify the verb complex and often show similar ranges of meaning (for example, modal (21) and
repetitive (22) meanings are found among both), they are quite distinct syntactically since preverbs
are bound to the verb complex whereas adverbs are not.

(21) a. amujpa
deo.necess

elugw-e-t
work-VAI-3

‘s/he should, has to work’
b. gis-lugw-e-t

can-work-VAI-3
‘s/he can work, is able to work’

(22) a. app
again

wissugw-at-m-an-n
cook-VTI-THS-1-IN.PL

‘I cook them again’
b. minu-wissugw-at-m-an-n

re-cook-VTI-THS-1-IN.PL
‘I re-cook them’11

I use several diagnostics to show this distinction between roots (preverbs/initials) and adverbs.
Firstly, one environment for initial change (described in 1.1) is when a root is preceded by another
one: so roots in both initial and preverb positions may undergo initial change in the applicable
environment and trigger initial change in other roots, but adverbs neither trigger nor undergo ini-
tial change. For example, the root gis- in (21b) has triggered initial change to lugw-, while the
adverb amujpa in (21a) has not. Secondly, while there is a high degree of morphological overlap
between initials and preverbs, as we saw in (17), there is a very low degree of overlap between
preverbs/initials and adverbs: hardly any adverb has a preverb equivalent.12 For example, compare
the (partial) list below of adverbs that cannot be found with the verbal finals or person marking
that characterize roots.

9Also spelled ne’gaw.
10Bloomfield (1927) describes as a ‘particle’ any Algonquian word that does not inflect as either a noun or a verb.

Other Mi’gmaq particles that are not adverbs include complementizers like ta’n, focus particles like na and ’lpa, and
demonstratives like ala ‘that, there’ . Adjectives, however, inflect like stative verbs.

11There are differences in scope between these two modifiers, which will be discussed later.
12The sole example of similarity between preverbs/initials and adverbs of which I am aware is sangew ‘slowly’ (a

particle), but the verbs sangewe’g ‘s/he is calm, tranquil’, sangewa’sit ‘s/he goes slowly, saunters along’.
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(23)

Adverb Gloss
amuj epistemic necessity
amujpa deontic necessity
toqojiw and then
assma about to
etug perhaps, maybe
etugjel perhaps, maybe
jiptug perhaps, unless, hopefully
app again
gaqi’sg often, frequently
awisiw seldom, once in a while
gi’s already
ne’gaw always, all the time
atel just now, a while ago
suel almost
ms’t all

A third, syntactic, way of seeing the distinction between roots and adverbial particles is in elliptical
contexts. Adverbs are fine as an elliptical response to questions (24a), whereas preverbs cannot
(24b) unless they have become the initials of an additional inflected verb complex (24c), in which
case they have a different, non-elliptical interpretation. However, both adverbs (25a) and preverbs
(25b) cannot be found after the verb that they modify.

(24) a. elugw-e-t?
work-VAI-3

etugjel
maybe

‘Is s/he working?’ ‘Maybe.’
b. elugw-e-t?

work-VAI-3
*nata
know.how

‘Is s/he working?’ ‘S/he knows how.’
c. elugw-e-t?

work-VAI-3
#nataw-e’-g
know.how-VAI-3

‘Is s/he working?’ ‘S/he is knowledgeable, skilled.’ (NOT: knows how to work)

(25) a. *elugw-e-t
work-VAI-3

etugjel
maybe

‘s/he might work’
b. *elugw-e-t

work-VAI-3
nata
know.how

(intended) ‘s/he knows how to work’

Finally, the fourth diagnostic that I use is the negative marker mu, as shown in (26) which is
found before a verb that must also have negative inflexion (-w or -u before the agreement suffix).
Mu is conventionally written as a separate word and must occur before the verb, which is also
inflected for negation. However, other words such as Mali ‘Mary’ may occur between mu and the
verb itself.
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(26) a. Mali
Mary

mu
not

elugw-e-w-g
work-VAI-NEG-3

‘Mary doesn’t work, isn’t working’
b. mu

not
Mali
Mary

elugw-e-w-g
work-VAI-NEG-3

‘Mary doesn’t work, isn’t working’
c. *Mali

Mary
elugw-e-w-g
work-VAI-NEG-3

mu
not

(intended) ‘Mary doesn’t work, isn’t working’

Mu is convenient as a diagnostic because items in preverbal positions can occur between it and the
rest of the verb (including initials), while adverbs, even when they have a similar range of meanings
as preverbs/initials, cannot occur in this position. For example, in (27)-(29) below, the root nata-
‘can, know how to’ in preverb position is obligatorily found after the mu, while the adverb etugjel
‘maybe, might (be the case that)’ is found before the mu. Although the difference in distribution
does not conclusively prove that preverbs must be attached to the rest of the verb, it does indicate
that there is a difference in status between preverbs and adverbs. For example, in (27)-(29) below,
etugjel ‘maybe, might’ is an adverb and not a preverb because it occurs before mu in (29), but nata
‘can, know how to’ is a preverb because it cannot do so, as shown in (28).

(27) etugjel
maybe

mu
not

nata-lugw-e-w-g
know.how-work-VAI-NEG-3

‘maybe s/he doesn’t know how to work, s/he might not be a good worker’

(28) *mu
not

etugjel
maybe

nata-lugw-e-w-g
know.how-work-VAI-NEG-3

(indended) ‘maybe s/he doesn’t know how to work, it’s not the case that s/he might not be
a good worker’

(29) *etugjel
maybe

nata
know.how

mu
not

(e)lugw-e-w-g
work-VAI-NEG-3

(indended) ‘maybe s/he doesn’t know how to work, s/he might know how to be good at
not-working’

We now know that roots in preverb position have a different and much closer relationship with
roots in initial position than do adverbs. But how close is close? Recall that in Chapter 2, I
introduced a VOICE head as the location of second-order finals like -ege and -asi as well as theme
signs, which I assumed based on Slavin (2012) and Oxford (2013) had the subject as its specifier.
Examining the interaction of roots in preverbal position with subjects can therefore give us clues
about the position of preverbal roots with respect to the subject and therefore the VOICE projection,
a question that I turn to in the next section.
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3.2.2 Subjects have scope over preverbal roots

In this section, I provide evidence that roots in preverb position attach to the spine below VOICEP,
while adverbs attach above it because preverbs do not have scope over the subject (in spec, VOICEP)
while adverbs do. In order to show this, I use the preverb minu- ‘re-’ and the adverb app ‘again’
which were introduced above in (22), and are shown again below in (30).

(30) a. minu-wissugw-at-m
re-cook-VTI-THS

wius
meat

‘I re-cook the meat’

b. app
again

wissugw-at-m
cook-VTI-THS

wius
meat

‘I cook the meat again’

App and minu- have very similar meanings, but we can see in (31) and (32) that the preverb
minu- is compatible with a repeated action regardless of whether the subject is the same, while the
adverb app is felicitous in contexts where the same subject repeats the action as in (33) but not
where the action is repeated by a different subject as in (34).

(31) Minu- > Subject: Yesterday I was making a recipe that required me to cook the meat
twice. I cooked it once, and then half an hour later, I cooked it a second time.

3minu-wissugw-at-m ACCEPTABLE

re-cook-VTI-THS
‘I’m re-cooking it’

(32) Subject > Minu-: Yesterday Mary started making a recipe that required the meat to be
cooked twice. But she had to go out after she’d cooked it the first time, so I ended up
being the one who cooked it for the second time.

3minu-wissugw-at-m ACCEPTABLE

re-cook-VTI-THS
‘I’m re-cooking it’

(33) App > Subject: Yesterday I was making a recipe that required the meat to be cooked
twice. I cooked it once, and then half an hour later, I cooked it a second time.

3app wissugw-at-m ACCEPTABLE

again cook-VTI-THS
‘I’m cooking it again’

(34) Subject > App: Yesterday Mary started making a recipe that required the meat to be
cooked twice. But she had to go out after she’d cooked it the first time, so I ended up
being the one who cooked it for the second time.
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# app wissugw-at-m UNACCEPTABLE

again cook-VTI-THS
‘I’m cooking it again’13

The results of comparing minu- and app with different subject scopes in (31)-(34) are summarized
in the table below in (35).

(35)
Scope > Subject Subject >
Minu- 3 3

App 3 #

Since minu- is fine regardless of whether the subject of the first action is the subject of the
repeated action, it does not have scope over the subject and therefore must attach lower than it.
Since the subject is in spec, VOICEP, minu- (and I assume by extension other preverbs) must
attach between VOICEP and vP, as shown in (36).14

(36) VOICEP

(subject)

VOICE

-m

√P

√

preverb
minu-

vP

(object)
v

-at

√P

√

initial
wissugw-

By contrast, app is excluded in contexts where the subject of the first action is not the subject of the
repeated action, and therefore it (and I assume other adverbs) must occur above the subject in spec,
VOICEP in order to have scope over it, although I do not offer an opinion about where adverbs are
with respect to other projections like TP.15

13Speaker comment: sounds strange because ‘the meat is being cooked again but it’s your first time doing it’. To
express this meaning using app, we can absorb the external argument using -asi: thus, app wissugw-at-as’-g wius ‘The
meat is being cooked again’ is acceptable in this context.

14Interestingly, the scope data for minu- also provides evidence for locating the subject in spec, VOICEP and not in
spec, vP: if the subject is in vP, then in order to get the scope facts, minu- as root in preverb position would have to be
in vP. However, in that case we would lose the distinction between roots merged in the lowest phase and those merged
higher, which is necessary in order to account for the idiom asymmetries that I have observed previously.

15Adverbs are potentially quite high, however, since recall from (26)-(29) that subjects (and also preverbs) can
appear under the negative marker mu but adverbs cannot.
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3.2.3 Multiple roots are attracted multiply

So far, I have shown that ‘initials’ and ‘preverbs’ are two different positions for roots: below vP and
below VOICEP, respectively, and that adverbs are an entirely different kind of item that attaches
higher up, above the subject. However, root-root compounds are not the only possible option: as
we can see in (37) and (38), it is quite possible to have many roots in preverb position on a single
root.

(37) me’si-poqji-gimi-newti-al-a’si-t
fail-start-secretly-alone-around-ASI-3
’s/he has difficulty starting to go around alone secretively’
Context: someone who is married to a jealous spouse who won’t let them off on their own.

(38) getu-poqju-espi-nnu-i’si-t
want-start-high-people-speak.I-3
’s/he wants to start to speak the people’s language at a very high level’
Context: said of an enthusiastic student of Mi’gmaq.

In this section, I show that roots in preverb position interact with each other in a variety of
ways, both scopal and non-scopal, and argue that the diversity of possible interactions is best
explained by roots in preverb position being multiply attracted to VOICEP, an extension of Brani-
gan (2012).Since multi-preverb ordering has been a topic of considerable research in Algonquian,
I begin by situating my evidence in the larger discussion. I then present two pieces of evidence for
multiple attraction: preverbs must raise so that certain preverbs can undergo scope reconstruction,
and preverbs preserve scopal orderings and relationships when raising,

Background on preverb ordering

It has long been observed that certain types of preverbs tend to precede others, which has been
characterized as a system of fixed slots in many Algonquian languages by a variety of authors
including Plains Cree (Wolfart 1967, Wolfart 1973), Severn Ojibwe (Todd 1970), Odawa (Piggott
1974), Sheshâtshîu Innu-aimûn (Lees 1979), Nishnaabemwin (Valentine 2001), Menominee (Cook
2003), and others. The various systems of slots (also called ‘preverb bumping’ in Goddard 1990)
are similar to each other in that they all classify a language’s inventory of preverbs into a limited
number of groups, and then specify one relative ordering for these groups. They differ in terms of
the number of slots and the proposed names for them, with options ranging from two slots, named
by location, as in (39), to six slots, named by function, as in (40), to slots as lists of preverbs, as in
(41).

(39) Position 1 > Position 2 Plains Cree (Wolfart 1973)
Position 1 = complementizers, subordinator, future tense
Position 2 = abstract and concrete, potential action and intention, modal, past tense, direc-
tional, relative

(40) subordinator > tense / mode > directional > relative > aspectual > manner / quality /
number Nishnaabemwin (Valentine 2001)
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(41) aw ‘IRR’ / cew ‘EPIS’ > Menominee (Shields 2006)
kew ‘HABIT’ >
kēs ‘PAST’ >
yāh ‘again, back’ / māek ‘SIMUL’ I >
katāew ‘going to’ >
{ an̄ih ‘CPL’, awēh ‘go off and do X’, yāh ‘again, back’, māek ‘SIMUL’ } >
wāep ‘INCEP’

In the table below, I show a tentative attempt to create a template of the order of preverbs in
Mi’gmaq, with a non-exhaustive list of preverbs found in each slot, although this should not be
taken as a final proposal as we will see below.

(42) Tentative Slots for Mi’gmaq Preverbs

Position 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 stem
Category aspect1 modal aspect2 aspect3 manner quantity direction,

state
verb

Examples of preverbs in each slot:16

Slot 7: etli- ‘be in the process of’, tali- ‘how’, teli- ‘thus, in such a way’

Slot 6: getui- ‘want to’, me’si- ‘fail, have difficulty’, gisi- ‘can, be able’, natawi- ‘can, know how’

Slot 5: poqji- ‘start’, gaqi- ‘finish’

Slot 4: minui- ‘again, re-’, siawi- ‘continue’

Slot 3: gimi- ‘secretively’, jaqali- ‘quickly’, gesigewi- ‘loudly’,

Slot 2: newti- ‘alone’, aqati- ‘half’, toqi- ‘two’

Slot 1: ali- ‘around, in any direction’, weli- ‘good’

A fairly similar approach to modifier ordering in from a typological perspective is found in Cinque
(1999), who gives modifiers universal hierarchical positions above the verb but also discusses when
there may be exceptions to this universal order: when an adverb modifies another adverb instead

16Note that there is considerable variation in the final vowel of many roots in preverb position both between speakers
and reference works and even within the same speakers on different occasions. The final i may or may not be present
and sometimes is instead a final u or instead causes doubling of the following consonant, especially in poqji-∼ poqju-
∼ poqt- (+doubling). Beyond the palatalization of /t/ before /i/ and sometimes /u/, which is fairly predictable, if there
is a further cause for these differences besides free variation, it remains a topic for future research.
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of modifying the verb directly.17 Cinque therefore predicts that items with varying scope can be
found in multiple orders but those that do not interact scopally should remain in a fixed order.18

Slavin (2005), in an account of preverb ordering in Oji-Cree, proposes that preverb position is
flexible, determined by scope and has effects on meaning. Slavin bases her analysis upon Rice’s
(2000) principles of scope for morpheme ordering in Athapaskan languages.

(43) a. Elements in a fixed scopal relationship occur in a fixed order with respect to each
other.

b. Elements in which the scopal relationship can be reversed occur in a variable order,
with interpretation related to order.

c. Elements that do not enter into a scopal relationship with each other may occur in
different orders. (Rice 2000: 79)

Slavin (2005) argues that we can use these principles to determine preverb ordering in Algonquian
languages based on the principle that elements take scope over items to their right. Slavin’s Drop-
pability Test, based on Ernst (2000), provides us with a diagnostic as to whether two preverbs are
in a scopal relationship and predicts that preverbs should be found in multiple orders when their
scopes do not interact.

(44) Droppability Test: If several adverbials are in a scopeless relationship with each other,
each of the separate adverbials will be entailed by the whole phrase. However, if there is a
scopal relationship, the individual modifiers will not be entailed by the whole expression
(adapted from Slavin 2005, Ernst 2000)

In the following subsections, I use Slavin’s (2005) application of the Droppability Test as a diag-
nostic for scopal relationships between preverbs. I first argue that preverbs must move in order
to undergo scope reconstruction, and I then show that multiple attraction in the style of Branigan
(2012) can explain why movement can also preserve existing relationships, scopal or non-scopal,
between preverbs.

Why we need movement: scope reconstruction

In this section, I argue that preverbs must move to a higher position in the tree in order to account
for the two possible interpretations of (45). The roots in preverb position in (45) are gimi ‘secretly’
and newt- ‘alone’, which can be interpreted in two ways, either with a scopal relationship or without

17A previous application of Cinque’s hierarchy to Algonquian preverbs is found in Shields (2006), who suggests that
Menominee preverbs broadly conform to the hierarchy except for certain preverbs that do not participate at all, which
she designates as “Obey Hierarchy-off”. I do not find this the most effective analysis for Mi’gmaq, as for example,
poqji- ‘start’ has ordering effects with certain preverbs, such as me’si- ‘fail to’, but not with others such as etli- ‘be in
the process of’. Compare examples in (49)-(50) with (52)-(53) below.

18Despite the fact that I use Cinque’s conditions for scopal re-ordering, I do not intend to assert that Mi’gmaq
preverbs are modifiers like the ones he describes. As described in Section 3.1, I think that Mi’gmaq preverbs are
simply roots in a different position: if we compare the roots listed in the table in (17) with Cinque’s hierarchy, only
about half of the roots can correspond to positions in the hierarchy, and many others like tal- ‘how’, tel- ‘thus’, al- ‘in
any direction’ and amal- ‘fancy’ cannot be fit into any of Cinque’s ‘modifier’ categories.
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one. In (45a) we can see the scopeless interpretation: if it is true in a given circumstance to say
gimi-newti-lugwet ‘s/he is working alone secretly’ it is also true in that circumstance to say the
same utterance with one of the preverbs dropped, i.e. both gimi-lugwet ‘s/he is working secretly’
and newti-lugwet ‘s/he is working alone’ are true, as indicated by the 3.19 In (45b) we can see the
scopal interpretation of the same utterance, in which case if it is true to say gimi-newti-lugwet ‘it’s
a secret that it’s alone that s/he’s working’ then it is true that newtulugwet ‘s/he is working alone’
but not true that gim-lugwet ‘s/he is working secretly’, as indicated by the 3and 7 respectively.

(45) gimi-newt-llugw-e-t
secretly-alone-work-VAI-3
a. ‘s/he is working alone secretly,’

3gim-lugwet ‘s/he is working secretly’
3newt-llugwet ‘s/he is working alone’

b. ‘it’s a secret that it’s alone that s/he’s working’
7gim-lugwet ‘s/he is working secretly’
3newt-llugwet ‘s/he is working alone’20

I argue that the interpretation in (45a) is derived from interpreting the preverbs in their unmoved
position in (46) (scope reconstruction) while the interpretation in (45b) is derived from interpreting
them in their moved position, where gim- modifies newt- in the same tree in (46).

(46) VOICEP

(subject)

VOICE

√

gimi-

√

newti-

VOICE

v

lugwe-

VOICE

√P

√

tnewti

√P

√

tgimi

vP

(object)
v

tlugwe−

√P

√

tlugw−

19I indicate ‘dropped’ utterances that pass the Droppability Test for a given full utterance with 3checkmarks, and
ones that do not pass it with 7.

20Note that the variation between newti- ∼ newt- and lugw- ∼ llugw- is entirely allophonic.
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On the other hand, when the preverbs are in the inverse order, as in newti-gim-lugwet ‘s/he is
working secretly alone’ in (47), only a single interpretation is possible. The only available reading
for (47) is the non-scopal one in (47a), where both gim-lugwet ‘s/he is working secretly’ and newt-
llugwet ‘s/he is working alone’ are still true, not an attempted scopal interpretation as in (47b).

(47) newti-gim-lugw-e-t
alone-secretly-work-VAI-3
a. ‘s/he is working secretly alone’

3gim-lugwet ‘s/he is working secretly’
3newt-llugwet ‘s/he is working alone’

b. NOT ‘s/he alone is the one working secretly’

I argue that the lack of a second reading for (47) shows that newti- and gimi- have the same relative
order in the clausal spine as they do when they have raised to VOICE, as shown in (48).

(48) VOICEP

(subject)

VOICE

√

newti-
VOICE

√

gimi-
VOICE

v

lugwe-

VOICE

√P

√

tnewti

√P

√

tgimi

vP

(object)
v

tlugwe−

√P

√

tlugw−

Why we need multiple attraction: preserving existing relationships

Multiple attraction is useful because it can preserve existing, non-scopal relationships between
preverbs. For example, we can see from the 3symbol that the verb with each of the individual
preverbs in (49) is entailed by the original utterance, thus passing the Droppability Test and show-
ing that there is no scopal relationship between the three preverbs etl- ‘be in the process of’, poqju
‘start’, and newti- ‘one, alone, by oneself’.
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(49) etl-poqju-newti-wissugw-at-m
process-start-alone-cook-VTI-THS
‘I am in the process of beginning to cook it by myself’
3etl-wissugwatm
3poqju-wissugwatm
3newti-wissugwatm

Cinque’s (1999) conditions for adverb re-ordering are that movement only happens for scopal
reasons, which applied to roots in preverb position predicts that no other orders for etli-, poqji-,
newti- should be permitted (unless they create scope effects as in (45)). On the other hand, Slavin’s
(2005) application of Rice’s principles of scope freely allow for multiple orders when there is no
scopal relationship, predicting that these same preverbs should be found in other orders. We can
see in (50) and (51) that other orders are in fact ungrammatical, suggesting that multiple orders are
in fact restricted to circumstances where multiple scopes are more available.

(50) *newti-poqju-etl-wissugw-at-m
alone-start-process-cook-VTI-THS
(intended) ‘I am in the process of beginning to cook it by myself’

(51) *poqju-newti-etl-wissugw-at-m
start-alone-process-cook-VTI-THS
(intended) ‘I am in the process of beginning to cook it by myself’21

An example of preverbs that can occur in either order but have scopal effects in both orders is
found in (52)-(53). The relevant preverbs are me’si- ‘have difficulty with, be unable to, fail to’ and
poqji- ‘start’ as in (52) and (53). We can see from the results of the Droppability Test that that (52)
and (53) have different meanings that are predictable based on scope. For example, if it is true that
me’si-poqji-lugwet ‘s/he has difficulty starting to work’, it is not necessarily true that me’si-lugwet
‘s/he has difficulty working’ or that poqji-lugwet ‘s/he is starting to work: the difficulty is in the
starting, not in the working. The same applies for the other order: the thing that is starting is the
difficulty, not the work.

(52) me’si-poqt-llugw-e-t
fail-start-work-VAI-3
‘s/he has difficulty starting to work’
7me’si-lugwet ‘s/he has difficulty working’
7poqji-lugwet ‘s/he is starting to work’

21For reasons of space, not all possible combinations are shown here. However, all pairwise combinations were
tested, and the only grammatical ones are those that follow the sequence etli- > poqji- > newti-, i.e. etl-poqju-
wissugwatm, poqju-newti-wissugwatm, and etl-newti-wissugwatm. All other orderings are ungrammatical: *poqju-
etl-wissugwatm, *poqju-t’l-wissugwatm; *newti-etl-wissugwatm, *newti-t’l-wissugwatm; *newti-poqju-wissugwatm.
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(53) poqji-me’si-lugw-e-t
start-fail-work-VAI-3
‘s/he is starting to have difficulty working’
7me’si-lugwet ‘s/he has difficulty working’
7poqji-lugwet ‘s/he is starting to work’22

For relationships like these that are obligatorily scopal and where there is no ambiguity or scope
reconstruction possible, the preverbs must modify each other at all levels of representation. One
way to show this would be for the roots to form a compound even before movement to VOICE, as
shown for example in (54) for the sentence in (52).23

(54) VOICEP

(subject)

VOICE

√

mesi-

√

poqji-

VOICE

v

lugwe-

VOICE

√P

√

tmesi

√

tpoqji

vP

(object)
v

tlugwe−

√P

√

tlugw−

In this section, I have shown that there are a diversity of possible relationships between roots
above the initial position, but that in general roots can occur in multiple orders when there can be
scopal relationships between them and do not occur in multiple orders when there are no scope
effects. I have further shown that movement of roots to a higher head is necessary, especially in
order to explain why we can have scope reconstruction effects, and that the multiple-preverb ex-
amples can be accommodated in a Branigan-style theory of multiple attraction to VOICE, although
it may not be the only option.

This chapter as a whole has argued for a permeable boundary between ‘preverbs’ and ‘initials’
as instances of acategorial roots whose restrictions on combining with each other are based more
on pragmatics and the availability of multiple scopal relationships than on fixed slots. I have also
argued for a strong distinction between roots in preverb position and free adverbial modifiers, on
the basis of morphological, syntactic, and semantic differences, showing that roots in preverb po-
sition attach between vP and VOICEP while adverbs must be higher. The contrast that I observe in

22The variation between poqji- ∼ poqju- ∼ poqt- ∼ poqtu- and lugw- ∼ llugw- is entirely allophonic.
23The structure for (53) would be the same but with the positions of the preverbal roots inverted.
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this chapter between roots that attach directly to category-defining morphemes (finals) versus roots
that attach to existing portions of structure mirrors the contrast between the two possible positions
for the final -asi that I noted in Chapter 2: in both cases, lower attachment has greater potential for
non-compositional meanings whereas higher attachment creates more predictable ones.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

In this thesis, I have proposed a model for the verb stem of Mi’gmaq based on evidence from two
types of morphemes that can occur in multiple positions: the category/valency-defining verbal final
-asi, which I show can occur at both little v and VOICE and the acategorial root, which can attach
either directly to a category-defining morpheme by raising to little v or to an existing portion of
structure by raising to VOICE. I have shown that there is a contrast between the same item attaching
at these two different positions: a root and category-defining morpheme together participate in less
predictable word-formation processes than either item attached to a complex stem, which supports
Arad’s (2003) analysis of Hebrew root and stem formation and Harley’s (2012) distinction between
VOICE and little v.

I have also contributed to discussion on the composition of the Algonquian verb stem in partic-
ular by showing that it is not only initials that are acategorial roots as in Slavin (2012) and Oxford
(2013), but that preverbs are also roots in a higher position, extending the analysis of Branigan
(2012) that roots in the verb complex combine like compounds or serial verbs by multiple attrac-
tion as per Collins (2002). Additionally, I have shown that the VOICE head is the location of not
only the theme sign as in Oxford (2013) and Hamilton (2013) but also of second-order finals like
-asi, which are in complementary distribution with theme signs.

Many further issues remain to be investigated. One of them involves expanding this analysis
to other domains, such as nouns: since I have argued that nouns are composed of acategorial roots
plus noun finals, we might expect to see multi-root noun compounds and potentially even several
positions for noun finals as was the case with verb finals. It would be interesting to see whether
nouns show the effects of different types of attachment that we saw with verbs. Furthermore, since
some nouns (primarily body parts) overlap with the category of ‘medials’ that I have not discussed
in any detail, another question is what relationship medials (and also ‘concrete’ finals) have with
the root and category-defining morpheme analysis that I have proposed here. Can one have several
medials or concrete finals on the same stem? My analysis at the moment predicts not, but more
data would be necessary.

Fruitful results might also come from examining a wider inventory of roots and finals: I suspect
that preverbs/initials may be an open class that have more subtle combinatorial restrictions than I
have been able to test here and that there may be aspectual meanings associated with the choice of
different finals, but more detailed, potentially corpus-based research would be useful.
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Appendix: Notes on Glossing

Abbreviation Gloss
0 inanimate (third person)
1 first person (not marked if null)
2 second person
3 third person (proximate animate)
4 fourth person (obviative animate)
VAI verb animate intransitive final
VII verb inanimate intransitive final
VTA verb transitive animate final
VTI verb transitive inanimate final
THS theme sign (transitive)
NEG negative
OBV obviative
PAST past (direct evidence)
IRR irrealis/future
NA noun animate final
NI noun inanimate final

The orthography used is the Listuguj Orthography, as found in the Mi’gmaq Talking Dictionary
(Mi’gmaq Online 1997-2013). It is similar to the Francis-Smith orthography used by Inglis (2002)
and Hewson & Francis (1990) in Nova Scotia, with the exception that Hewson and Francis use
‘k’ where the Listuguj orthography uses ‘g’ and 1 for schwa where the Listuguj orthography uses
an apostrophe. There is no voicing distinction in the language. Symbols that differ from their
International Phonetic Alphabet values are the apostrophe, which represents a long vowel when it
is found after a vowel, and a schwa in other environments, and the ‘q’, which represents a range
of pronunciations including IPA /q/, /x/, /χ/ and /Q/ (Quinn 2012). All person glosses are singular
unless indicated, and when the first person morpheme is not overt, it is also not glossed. Initial
change (e.g. nep- ∼ np-) is not indicated in glosses.
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